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This booklet was created by the Education Department of Netzer Olami with the 

help of all of our amazing Snifim around the world and Shnat Netzer alumni. 

Please take advantage of the information in this booklet and use it to enrich your 

peulot and education about Netzer Olami as a world-wide movement. We look 

forward to hearing your feedback and updates    

Enjoy, 

Shani Gann-Perkal 

Education Coordinator, Netzer Olami 

February, 2014 
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Netzer Olami – Past, Present and Future  

By Maoz Haviv, Netzer Olami’s Mazkir Klali 

Netzer was founded in two different places with no connection between them on the very same year – 1979. It 

was founded due to initiatives of local Rabbis in South Africa and in Australia, while in both cases they were 

motivated by the same factor – they felt they were missing a very important educational tool for their youth – 

the informal education done by a youth movement. On the one hand they felt they were missing an effective 

Jewish Reform formal education system, meaning – a Jewish day school. On the other hand, they were missing 

an informal education system as their own youth had to join other Jewish youth movements like Habonim, 

Hashomer Hatzair, Beitar, Hanoar Hatzioni –all real respected and experienced youth movements, yet, none of 

them carried the Reform ideology and approach. 

So, in both cases, they got in touch with the Reform headquarters in Jerusalem, with Rabbi Richard Hirsh, and 

asked his support in sending Shlichim from Israel with the aim of establishing a new youth movement which will 

advance and be based on the basic Reform values. 

As a result, two Shlichim were sent from Israel – Moshe Cohen to Johannesburg, South Africa, and Arik Chatzor, 

to Melbourne, Australia. Both were not Reform in their personal approaches (Arik was from Kibbutz Ma'anit of 

Hashomer Hatzair), yet both were real experienced in running youth movements and in both cases they were 

responsible to start Reform youth movements. 

The youth movement established in South Africa got the name – Hamaginin – the defenders. Yet the youth 

movement founded in Australia got the name – Netzer. Netzer as the initials for Noar Tzioni Reformi (in Hebrew 

 .and also representing a small plant which just start to grow, which is also – Netzer – in Hebrew ,(נצר –

This was the separate beginning of the first new Snifim, which united together to one movement two years later 

(1981) together with the youth organization of the Reform Movement in Britain – RSY. Together the three snifim 

joined together and declared the formation of Netzer Olami – now a new youth movement functioning in three 

continents, in three English speaking countries. Since the Snifim agreed on their Reform Zionist approach, they 

decided that their headquarters will be located in Jerusalem – Israel, which is the case ever since. 

During the first 10 years this was the movement. Only in 1989, one more Snif decided to join, yet, the number of 

countries remained the same as the youth of the Liberal British movement – Ulpsnyc decided to become part of 

the movement. Only 6 years later, when Netzer Argentina joined the movement, 15 years after the 

establishment of Netzer, it became not a strictly English speaking youth movement. 

Then actually Netzer started to grow and spread much quicker. In 1997 Netzer was established in the FSU – the 

Former Soviet Union. First – in Belarus, then in Russia and later in the Ukraine. In 1997 Netzer was founded in 

Holland as well. Then, till the end of the Millennium – the year 2000, Netzer spread also to Barcelona, Spain and 

to Germany. 
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Since 2000 the major Development was when Nfty of North America decided to join Netzer Olami as the North 

American Snif of the movement. Nfty by itself, a youth movement of some 7,000 paid members today, is twice 

older than Netzer and yet, since Netzer is the world wide movement and not Nfty, then our elder "sister" was 

the one joining and not the opposite. 

During the 21st century and up till today, the movement never stopped growing and expanding. New Snifim 

were founded in Israel, Panama, France, again in Holland, in China, and these days in the Czech Republic. Also, 

other youth groups expressed interest in cooperating and may be joining the movement in the future like in Sao 

Paulo – Brazil, Zurich – Switzerland, and Antwerp – Belgium. 

Besides Netzer, our youth movement, which serves the youth ages 8 to 20, some 17 years ago another 

organization was founded named – TaMaR – Tnuat Magshimim Reformit. This is intended to provide a 

framework for Netzer graduates, as well as other young Reform Jews aged 20 to 35. Of course, an organization 

which serves young adults doesn't keep operating in a youth movement structure, and therefor can be a great 

platform for young adults in Reform communities which do not have yet functioning centers of Netzer. 

As a result we can see today TaMaR functioning groups in Poland, the Czech Republic, Argentina, Chile, Brazil, 

Spain, Holland, Germany and many more, as young people from more countries and communities participate in 

continental seminars of TaMaR in Europe, South America and Israel. 

So, today Netzer and TaMaR together are operating in some 20 countries on all five global continents. 

And – what about the future? 

We believe that our movement should function in each Reform community that has a nucleus of young people. 

Of course Netzer Olami is not able to send to each community Shlichim from Israel, like it was done in the very 

beginning of the movement. Yet the central office in Jerusalem is willing to help in any available way in order to 

make this vision a reality! 

Netzer Olami and TaMaR of today are equal and respected youth organizations, recognized by all of the relevant 

worldwide Zionist Jewish organizations, equal members in the world wide council of youth movements and 

carrying the mission of spreading our values wherever we function. 
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Netzer Australia 

1978 – Temple youth send 5 people on Machon - Liz Segal, 
Jen Glaser, Natalie Holsman, Karen Schiff, Danny Schiff, 

creating a significant potential pool of madrichim 

January 1979 – Netzer is first established 
in Melbourne, Australia, at Temple Beth 

Israel (TBI), under the name “Temple 
Youth”, after the group of Machon-niks 

immediately assume leadership roles 
after returning home  

1970s – Temple youth activities run out of the three 
Progressive congregations in Melbourne at the time – 

Temple Beth Israel (TBI), Leo Baeck Centre (LBC) and Etz 
Chayim – consisting largely of socially-based events such 

as movie nights, parties and summer camps 

1973 – Following extensive advocacy 
efforts by Rabbi Brian Fox for the 

program to be available for temple 
youth leaders, the Melbourne 

Progressive community sent its first 
participant, Ian Morris, on Machon, 
which was already in use by other 

youth movements at the time 

February 1979 – The returned Machon group apply for 
recognition as a youth movement under the AZYC 

(Australasian Zionist Youth Council) 

 

August 1979 – Arik and Avital Hatzor, the 
first Shlichim for Netzer Australia, arrive 

from Israel 

September 1979 – The name Netzer is chosen for the  
newly established youth movement, and the logo designed 
by Danny Schiff. The ideological and structural framework 
of the movement are also discussed, first amongst Danny 
Schiff, the first Mazkir, and Arik Hatzor, the first Shaliach, 

and then amongst the rest of the bogrim body. 

January 1980 – First summer camps! 
The Junior camp is held from January 

10th-17th, and a Senior camp held 
between January 17th-27th 

May 1980 – First Outreach to 
Sydney  

June 1980 – A 
winter camp is held 
for the first time in 

Sydney! 

August 1981 – 
Netzer Australia is 
finally recognized 

as a full member of 
the AZYC 

1982 – Netzer 
Australia 

establishes a 
Shabbat policy 
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The Story of Netzer Australia’s Founding: 

The story of Netzer Australia is one that begins in Melbourne in 1973. At that time, the youth in the 

community attended Temple Youth activities based out of the three Reform Synagogues. There were 

summer camps, social activities, movie nights and conference weekends led by the Rabbis and other 

youth leaders.  

In 1973, Rabbi Brian Fox advocated that Temple Youth members attend Machon, which was being used 

by the other Zionist youth movements. Ian Morris was the first representative from the community to 

participate in the Machon program. In 1977, Rabbi John Levi, along with Rabbi Fox, began liaising with 

the Jewish Agency to bring a shaliach to Melbourne. 

1987 – Netzer Australia develops a kashrut policy 

January 1998 – Netzer Australia conceives 
the idea of the “Five Concentric Circles” – 

Tikkun Atzmi, Tikkun Kehila, Tikkun Chevra, 
Tikkun Am, and Tikkun Olam – as a model 

through which to achieve our ideal of 
Tikkun as a movement. This model is still 

crucial to the way in which we educate our 
chanichim about our ideology and the way 
in which it can be analysed and applied on 

a practical level 

January 2000 – Netzer Australia 
decides to not consume meat on 

camps 

2000 – Netzer shlichim take 
on additional responsibilities 

within the Progressive 
community whilst on their 
Shlichut in Australia, most 
notably taking on active 
roles in the synagogues 

2001 – The bogrim body 
decide to remove the 

position of “Rosh Misgeret 
Aliyah” as an official tafkid, 
and to share out this role 

between the Federal 
Mazkirut 

2003 – Netzer 
Australia celebrates its 
25th birthday, and the 
first Netzernik from 

Adelaide goes on 
Shnat! 

January 
2004 – 
Netzer 

Australia 
signs up 
to the 

Jerusalem 
Platform 

2005 – Netzer Australia establishes a presence in 
Adelaide, under the umbrella form of JAZY (Jewish 

Adelaide Zionist Youth). JAZY is Adelaide’s sole youth 
movement, which is pluralistic in order to cater to the 

needs of all members of the small Adelaide community. 
They are a movement in their own right, with their own 
traditions, culture and even chultzah, but are still tightly 
affiliated with and rely on support from Netzer, as well 
as the other Australian youth movements, who often 

assist with outreaches and camps with this organization 

2008 – Netzer Australia becomes a 
fully vegetarian snif of the movement 

2012 – It was decided at Veida that the wearing of kippot would be 
strongly encouraged, rather than mandatory, for both men and 
women. This decision was made on the basis of furthering the 

achievement of gender equity within our snif of the movement, as 
the wearing of kippot was mandatory for males, but optional based 
on an informed decision for females. Therefore, it was felt that, on 

the basis of gender equality and fairness, that it should be 
compulsory for all genders to either wear a kippah, or be strongly 

encouraged to make informed, educated choices 
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Meanwhile, Melbourne continued to send Temple Youth leaders to Machon, and the Machon 

experience inspired these enthusiastic leaders to envisage what an Australian Progressive youth 

movement might look like. In August 1979, Arik and Avital Hatzor, the first Netzer Shlichim, arrived in 

Melbourne, and the ingredients needed to create a Progressive youth movement came together: a 

critical mass of leaders who shared the vision, along with a Shaliach who could guide the dream into 

reality. 

Meetings were held before and after the 1980 summer camp in the home of Arik and Avital where the 

movement name, logo, vision and structure were discussed. Arik suggested the name Netzer, both as a 

direct reference to Isaiah 11:1, which states that “A new shoot shall spring forth … and a twig shall 

sprout from his roots”, and because it is an acronym for “Noar Tzioni Reformi” – Reform Zionist Youth. 

Danny Schiff, the first Mazkir of Netzer designed the Netzer logo, which, along with the name was later 

adopted by Netzer Olami.  

As for the vision, it was a developing one, as madrichim grappled with what it meant to be a Progressive 

Jewish, Reform Zionist Youth Movement. Empowering youth and creating a vibrant and innovative 

expression of Progressive Jewish identity, by the youth for the youth, were key ideas that resonated 

amongst the first group of madrichim. Along with that, a strong sense of responsibility to the Melbourne 

Reform Jewish community made Netzer stand out from the other youth movements. A Melbourne 

contingent travelled to Sydney in April 1980 and by June, Sydney held its first Netzer camp. Since then 

Netzer has grown, and now draws chaverim from all over the country. 

Netzer Australia Today: 

Netzer Australia as a snif is fortunate to be a living, breathing, thriving entity unto itself.  

We operate in four different cities across Australia – Melbourne, Sydney, Perth, and Adelaide. 

Melbourne and Sydney are our most active sniffim, with Melbourne running weekly meetings, and 

Sydney running monthly meetings and/or events for their chanichim. Perth operates in more of an 

Outreach capacity, with bogrim from interstate flying over once a term (approximately four times per 

year) to help run Shabbaton weekends. Our Adelaide snif is part of the Jewish Adelaide Zionist Youth, or 

JAZY, and thus assist in bringing the youth of their community together under a unified youth movement 

umbrella. Netzer send bogrim to help run Outreach weekends there, too, and also to help with leading 

on the annual JAZY winter camp. Other cities we visit for Outreach include Canberra, Brisbane and the 

Gold Coast. 

In terms of the activities we run for chanichim, as mentioned previously, Melbourne and Sydney hold 

regular meetings. In these meetings we engage our chanichim with the concepts of Tikkun Olam, Reform 

Zionism and Progressive Judaism whilst at all times trying to empower them and provide a creative and 

open forum for them to express their ideas and themselves.  
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They also both hold other events, such as sleepovers, pre and post-camp functions. The Esh (Year 10) 

groups in both cities also participate in Hadracha Seminars, which are fantastic opportunities for these 

chanichim to develop their leadership skills.    

As Netzer Australia, the states of New South Wales, where Sydney is located, and Victoria, where 

Melbourne is located, each hold annual winter camps, for all age levels of chanichim, and Summer 

Junior Camps for their chanichim in Years 3-9, with Year 9 joining together federally at one of the Junior 

camps, alternating between New South Wales and Victoria. We also hold a Senior Federal Camp in 

Summer, for chanichim from Year 10 to school leavers to join together from across Australia as the 

Senior movement of Netzer Australia. As an indication of numbers, we generally expect around 80 

people on our Junior and Winter Camps, and approximately 100 on Senior Federal Camp. 

2013 has been a year of firsts for Netzer Australia, as we introduced a federal Shnat Seminar for Year 

12s for the first time, in order for them to learn about and prepare themselves for the Shnat process, 

bond even closer together as kvutzah, and make essential decisions about Shnat earlier on in the year.  

Another special event, which was also started this year, is ShabSem, a weekend that aims at teaching 

both chanichim and madrichim how to confidently run a Netzer Shabbat. 

For the bogrim, the main activities that we partake in include an Integration Seminar before the summer 

camp period, aimed at integrating the returning Shnattim back into the movement as leaders, and at 

providing camp planning time to tsvattim who have had to coordinate for their schavot on a federal 

level. The bogrim also have two Chinuch Seminars per year, where we look at our ideology and direction 

as a movement, and vote on important changes to our Operational Guidelines, as well as other issues 

relevant to the bogrim body. 

 Regarding madrichim numbers, we have approximately 27 bogrim, 11 madatzim in Sydney and 16 

madatzim in Melbourne, totaling 54 madrichim.   

We are so fortunate to be a part of such an active, thriving snif, and may we continue to go from 

strength to strength! 

WITH LOVE, NETZER AUSTRALIA! 

10 facts about Netzer Australia: 

1. Netzer Australia was the first snif of Netzer ever established. 
2. Netzer Australia keeps to a strict vegetarian diet at all camps and events, as of 2008. 
3. Netzer Australia has an odd but lovely Shabbat tradition known as “Fairies and Giants”, a camp-wide 

activity where each person receives the name of someone else on the camp, and must perform 
random acts of kindness, such as writing poems and making cards, anonymously, for the period of 
Shabbat, starting on Friday night and revealing themselves at Havdallah 

4. Due to the fact that there were only three bogrim running Netzer Sydney at the time, and in 
celebration of Netzer’s 25th Birthday, the winter camp in 2004, known as Machane Mushlam, was run 
as a Federal Winter Camp, meaning that chanichim of all ages, from all over Australia, attended the 
one gigantic camp. This was an unusual but highly successful and significant occurrence, with 
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participants on that camp, both madrichim and chanichim, still talking about that particular camp to 
this day 

5. Netzer Australia uses only fair trade tea, coffee and eggs at our camps and events, for ecological and 
humanistic reasons, as of 2009 

6. Esh (Year 10), were only recently allowed to begin voting at our annual Veida, being extended the 
privilege at Veida in 2009 

7. The largest Shnat Netzer (Netzer’s gap-year program in Israel) group Netzer Australia has sent to 
Israel comprised of 33 people in 2010, and were known as Shnat Zahav 

8. The names of our kvutzot (groups) are as follows: Kedem (Years 3-4), Mitzvot, also known as Mitzi 
(Years 5-6), Magnei David, commonly referred to as MD (Years 7-8), Barak (Year 9), Esh (Year 10), 
Lehava (Year 11), Shalhevet (Year 12), and Chug (Year 13, the school leavers about to go on Shnat or 
into their leadership service) 

9. Netzer is part of an umbrella organization called the AZYC (Australasian Zionist Youth Council), which 
looks after all of the Zionist youth movements in the Australasia region. As a result of this, we get to 
participate in an event called “BogSem”, which is held in Melbourne every year and is a great chance 
for bogrim to be educated in an open forum and develop their leadership skills. The Federal Rosh 
Chinuch for each of the Zionist youth movements, including Netzer, co-ordinate this seminar 
together 

10. Shnat Netzer (Netzer’s gap-year program in Israel)   is a key cultural element of the Netzer experience 
in Australia, with a majority of our chanichim participating in this program, and signing a contract to 
commit to leading in the movement for at least two years upon their return. As a result of this, 
Netzer Australia has sent people on Shnat every year since it’s establishment here in 1979 

Netzer Australia’s Photo History: 

 
The leaders who created Netzer standing in front of the King David School, the Progressive Jewish Day School in 

Melbourne 
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Netzer’s first summer camp, January 1980 

Netzer Australia tradition – camp posters! This particular one is from Machane Tikvah, our summer camp in 

January 2003. Though you might not be able to see it properly, it has the names of all the bogrim, as well as their 

tafkidim on camp, and the Shlichim of the time, giving us a bit of an insight into what camp looked like a decade 

ago. Fun fact: The green star in the bottom-left part of the poster also contains the words to the Netzer song! 
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Netzer Sydney bogrim support our friend Ben Milston (center), an ex-boger, and see him off at the 
airport as he makes Aliyah in January, 2013! 

Netzer Melbourne Winter Camp -  “Machane Charif” 
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Netzer South Africa 

Netzer South Africa Timeline: 

 

A History of Netzer South Africa Machanot/Events/Activities: 
1982 - Weekly Meetings in Johannesburg,1983 - Machaneh Lotan,  1987 - Machaneh Tikvah, 2005 - 

Machaneh Darkeinu, 2006 - Machaneh Chavayah, 2007 - Machaneh Kol Koreh, 2008 - Machaneh 

Bereishit, 2009 - Machaneh Even Derech, 2010 - Machaneh Zricha, 2011 - Machaneh Shirat Ha' Yam, 

2012 - Machaneh Lazuz, 2013 - Machaneh Nettivim: Back to the Future 

August 2012: Netzer Cape Town initiates the first annual Netzer Night Fundraising Auction and Variety 

Show.  

1960 - Maganim was founded by the Reform 
Synagouges  (http://www.jewishgen.org/safrica/youth-

movements/groups/balesonb/index.htm) 

1977 - South Africans taking part in the 
Shnat program (Libby Tobias) 

October 1978 - August 1981 - First Shaliach to  

Netzer South Africa - Moshe Alexandroni ( z"l ). "His 
first accomplishment was to have new leadership – all 

from within the movement – young leaders who would 
eventually lead the movement."  

- Bunny Alexandroni 

1977 - 1979 - A Garin was formed for 
Aliya to Israel (Garin  Arava), its 

members where part of the founders of 
Kibbutz Yahel 

1979 - Campsite Moved to Elgin in the Western Cape. 
1980's - Military Style uniform 

implemented. Netzer Maginim on the 
'Right' side of the spectrum.  

1981 - 1984 Maginim attends the founding Conference of Netzer Olami in Jerusalem (Represented  

by Daniel Landsberger) Maginim joins as Netzer Maginim.  

Funding from South African Zionist Federation allows for Shlichim from the Kibbutz -to be brought to 
South Africa 

Netzer Maginim moves to being 'Left Wing'.  

Campsite moved to Pringle Bay, Western Cape. 

1985 - Netzer's Ideology Formulated in  

Australia "As a result several intensive national 
seminars where held and an ideological platform was 

developed with a clear agenda that included hagshama 
(aliya) and tikun olam." - Daniel Landsberger 

2009 - Netzer SA celebrates the 30th 
birthday of Netzer. 
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The Story of Netzer South-Africa’s Founding: 

Maginim (Netzer) developed from the temple youth movement. Up until the late 1970s it was 

essentially a Reform Jewish youth movement affiliated to local synagogues with no clear Zionist agenda. 

The social agenda probably was locally decided at the level of the individual temples.  At that time in 

South Africa some of the adult community leaders and Rabbis had a somewhat negative approach to the 

Zionist youth agenda and to the Israeli establishment which of course strongly denied Reform Judaism.  

The Progressive Jewish youth movement (whatever name it had) was largely unknown to the outside 

Jewish community in South Africa and ignored by the established institutions outside of the SAUPJ (e.g. 

the South African Zionist Federation, UJA etc).   

Around 1977 -1979, this began to change -  probably a combination of more motivated and idealistic 

youth, support from some of the adult leadership, the influence of some dynamic local and visiting 

American Rabbis and the arrival of the first shlichim from Israel  to Maginim.  As a result several 

intensive national seminars where held and an ideological platform was developed with a clear agenda 

that included hagshama (aliya) and tikkun olam.  A Garin was formed for aliya to Israel (Garin  Arava); 

its members where part of the founders of Kibbutz Yahel, the first progressive Jewish settlement in 

Israel. Parallel to these, similar changes were taking place in the Temple Youth groups in Australia and 

the USA and under the auspices of the World Union of Progressive Judaism conference in Jerusalem, a 

separate youth conference was held which ended in the formation of Netzer Olami in 1981. Daniel 

Landsberger and Louise Bethlehem were the South African delegates to this conference.  

The first Shaliach was Moshe Alexandroni ( z"l ). He and his wife Bunny were here from October 1978 

until August 1981. When they first arrived, adults were all the leadership of the movement. Moshe’s 

first accomplishment was to have new leadership – all from within the movement – young leaders who 

would eventually lead the movement. He was a youth police officer and very much in right wing of the 

Israeli political agenda. Maginim adopted a "military style uniform” (blue buttoned shirts with lapels, 

black white and red menorah badge ) and a very "patriotic anthem”. Fortunately, the founding of 

Kibbutz Yahel lead to the interest of Takam in Israel – the labour and kibbutz movement - and as a result 

for the next decade many of the shlichim were from Kibbutzim and we swung to the "left", a place 

where I guess we still are.  

[Thanks to Daniel Landsberger and Bunny Alexandroni] 

Netzer South-Africa Today: 

Netzer South Africa is active in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban, with Cape Town being our largest 

sniff. Across the country, we have approximately 80 channichim and about 30 madrichim, with a current 

mazkirut (national leadership) of 12 members! Our channichim are divided into shichavot (age groups) 

according to their school grade, and our shichavot are named after weather phenomena: Tipot-Rain 

droplets (Grade1-3), Geshem –Rain (Grades 4 & 5), Sheleg- Snow (Grades 6 & 7), Shemesh- Sunshine 

(Grades 8 & 9), Keshet- Rainbow (Grades 10-12). Each snif functions very differently, but generally 

events include Shabbatonim (sleep-overs), Shabbat services, Tikkun Days, Mini-machanot, kef days, 

celebration of chaggim, movie-nights, hadracha seminars, fundraisers (eg Netzer Night Auction and 
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Variety show) and day camps. We have a national winter camp, which (after a 4 year hiatus) will 

hopefully be held every two years from now on. Every other year we also run an Israel Tour for our 

junior madrichim. The last one was in 2010. The highlight of our year is our annual summer machaneh 

which is held in Glen Cairn, Cape Town for two weeks during December. Camp activities include peulot, 

tiyul, chuggim, beach time, Colour-Wars, Israel Day, Tikkun Day, Visitors’ Day and so much more.  

Ten Facts about Netzer South-Africa: 

1. Netzer South Africa is the founding branch/origin of Netzer worldwide. 

2. Mifkad Eish is a last-night-of-camp tradition 

3. In addition to Netzer Olami’s 3 pillars of ideology, we also recognize ‘Youth Empowerment’ and 

‘South Africa’ as two additional pillars.  

4. Netzer is the smallest of all the youth movements in South Africa. 

5. Before we were Netzer, we were known as Maginim (the Defenders). 

6. In 1987, Maginim made National news and all the papers when one of the shichavot (age-group) 

got lost on their tiyul (trip). Link to Afrikaans news article about this: 

http://152.111.1.87/argief/berigte/dieburger/1987/12/17/2/6.html 

7. All the youth movements in South Africa are protected on their summer camps by the CSO 

(Community Security Organisation) – a local, Jewish security organization. The CSO look a lot like 

CSI agents… 

8. We also sing an Afrikaans chorus when we sing the Netzer song. 

9. When we have Colour Wars on Machaneh (camp), we dye our milk at breakfast blue and red for 

each of the two teams.  

10. Our shichavot (age groups) are named after weather phenomena.  

Netzer South-Africa’s Photo History: 

 

  

The Cape Town leadership of 1994 

http://152.111.1.87/argief/berigte/dieburger/1987/12/17/2/6.html
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The Netzer Maginim camp poster from 1990. 

At the old Netzer Maginim campsite in Pringle Bay 
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A sign post at the old campsite with the names of the 
Shichavot on it. 

The Logo when Netzer was still Maginim 
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A Few Personal Stories from Netzer South-Africa: 

1) Daniel Landsberger 

I was in Netzer (Maginim) from 1979 until 1986. I Held various positions from a Madrich in 
Johannesburg, to Rosh Machaneh and finally Rosh Netzer Maginim S.A.  Also I was the SA delegate 
(along with Louise Bethlehem) to the founding conference of Netzer Olami which was held in Jerusalem 
in 1981. Somehow I also ended up being in charge of the kitchen at machaneh one year and the next 
year being the camp doctor … (I am not a cook but I am a doctor).  Netzer (Maginim) had a profound 
influence on my life. Like many teenagers I really joined the movement to meet people (girls…), in fact 
turned out that I was the madrich of my first girlfriend (Merle Silverman ), which was a "problem" which 
happily was creatively sorted out . She eventually also went on to become Rosh Netzer S.A., we married 
in 1987 and came together on Aliyah.  Today we have three children, all of them soldiers in the Israel 
Army. Many of our best friends are still from back then although now scattered all over the world, some 
with us in Israel. 

A little history (as I recall, others may disagree).  Maginim (Netzer) developed from the temple youth 
movement. Up until the late 1970's it was essentially a Reform Jewish youth movement affiliated to 
local synagogues with no clear Zionist agenda .The social agenda probably was locally decided at the 
level of the individual temples.  At that time in South Africa some of the adult community leaders and 
Rabbi's had a somewhat negative approach to the Zionist youth agenda and to the Israeli establishment 
which of course strongly denied Reform Judaism.  The Progressive Jewish youth movement (whatever 
name it had) was largely unknown to the outside Jewish community in South Africa and ignored by the 
established institutions outside of the SAUPJ (e.g. the South African Zionist Federation, UJA etc).  Around 
1977 -9 , this began to change -  probably a combination of more motivated and idealistic youth, support 
from some of the adult leadership, the influence of some dynamic local and visiting American Rabbis 
and the arrival of the first shlichim from Israel  to Maginim.  As a result several intensive national 
seminars where held and an ideological platform was developed with a clear agenda that included 
hagshama (aliya) and tikun olam.  A Garin was formed for aliya to Israel ( Garin  Arava), its members 
where part of the founders of Kibbutz Yahel, the first progressive Jewish settlement in Israel. Parallel to 
these similar changes were taking place in the Temple Youth groups in Australia and the USA and under 
the auspices of the World Union of Progressive Judaism conference in Jerusalem, a separate youth 
conference was held which ended in the formation of Netzer Olami.   The early 1980's saw great 
development for Netzer Maginim, numbers grew significantly as did the weekly activities, machaneh 
reached around 350 participants. A significant ideological swing took place.  The first Shaliach was 
Moshe Alexandroni ( z"l ). He was a youth police officer and very much in right wing of the Israeli 
political agenda. Maginim adopted a "military style uniform (blue buttoned shirts with lapels, black 
white and red menorah badge ) and a very "patriotic anthem. Fortunately for all of us, the founding of 
Kibbutz Yahel lead to the interest of Takam in Israel – the labour and kibbutz movement and as a result 
for the next decade many of the shlichim were from Kibbutzim and we swung to the "left" , a place 
where I guess we still are.    (Amos and Ruti Nevet from Maaleh Hachamisha, Dava and Vivi  Kadmon 
from Mishmar David, Tzvika and Ruti Naamani from Afek  etc ) .   

Machaneh:  

"How we purchased our first Machaneh" : 

Until the end of 1979 camp was held at the Alan Isaacs Site outside of Durban (Margate).The site was 
well "loved" but carried a few problems. It was too small, it was not controlled by the youth movement 
and mainly it was not in the Cape with the competing movements. A decision was made to move the 
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annual machaneh to Elgin in the Western Cape. Elgin (or Grabouw) was a really beautiful area, but also 
carried a few problems:  the campsite was a half hour drive to the nearest beach and it was on a river 
being made into a dam and would soon be flooded. Also it belonged to the Dutch Reformed Church. 

Although Netzer Maginim was growing quickly, now had a clear ideology and agenda, with several highly 
successful seminars and camps, we still lacked recognition and especially funding. The 3 other 
movements ( Beitar , Bnei Akiva and Habonim, then the largest by far)  were guaranteed the "pick" of 
shlichim, had local houses ( bayit) from which to lead activities and all had their own Machaneh sites in 
the Cape – funded  mainly by the SAZF . We had tried unsuccessfully for 2 -3 yrs to get Netzer Maginim 
on the financial agenda.  Fortunately the chairman then was an elected individual from those holding 
seats on the council. Traditionally it was always a split council with the revisionists ( Beitar – Likud ) and 
Bnei Akiva – Mizrachi holding the chair. Throughout the year we "infiltrated various unrelated groups 
who also had seats on the council, like SAUJS, the now defunct DZA (Democratic Zionist party), insisted 
to be allocated seats as part of the SAUPJ etc, eventually controlled around 17 positions. Habonim was 
easily convinced to vote with us. The chairman realized we now controlled the swing vote and so the 
funds were "found" for shlichim to Cape Town and Durban in addition to JHB as well as the then grand 
sum of 300 000 rand to purchase a camp site (Pringle Bay) . Probably they should not have left the 
choice to us teenagers - we chose the site for great location, fantastic beach and existing buildings. 
Unfortunately it was not linked to the electricity grid …. By now we had spent all the money and could 
not afford a real generator. Our admin director (Steve Gross) purchased a bakkie engine which was 
rigged backwards to generate electricity , worked fine but at incredibly high pitched sound which drove 
us crazy so we tried only to run it during mealtimes . It blew up once or twice, huge flames spewed from 
it but somehow never stopped working – but nobody wanted to be the one to go in and start the 
"beast" for fear of the explosion.  

Kashrut :  Believe it or not this was a serious issue ! Up until 1980 there was no effort to maintain 
Kashrut at our functions and camps. This was a "non" issue as quite clearly the reform movement then 
had no problem with not keeping Kosher.  However we (the youth) were disturbed by our non-
identification with mainstream practice, especially after the founding conference of Netzer Olami .  
Kibbutz Yahel clearly had decided that public areas would follow Kashrut and so Netzer Maginim, 
decided to follow and from then all the machanot had to have a kosher Kitchen.   My future bother in 
law – David Silverman decided that the best way to deal with the existing utensils would be to use the 
"fire" method – his adapted version entailed soaking everything in blue methylated spirits and lighting it 
up – again the result was an explosion…. Anyhow he survived (minus eyebrows) and is now also living in 
Israel with his wife and family. 

Canned Peaches:  Somewhere along the line we convinced a canning company to donate\ sell really 
cheap dented cans of yellow cling peaches.  We got tons of the stuff and served them at every lunch…. 
Someone also decided that this would make a great meal for the kids travelling down by train. Needless 
to describe the consequences of handing out bright orange peach balls soaked in sticky sweet syrup to 
270 chanichim who have been cooped up for 26 hours on a train travelling  through the Karoo …. 

Traditions:   A collection of odds and ends which were part of Netzer Maginim SA in the 80's: 

 The grace song before meals (as opposed to Bircat Hamazon after): " Hamotzi lechem 
min ha'aretz /We give thanks to God for bread /Our voices join in song together /As our joyful 
prayer is said: Baruch atah adonai, Elohaynu melech ha'olam, Hamotzi lechem min ha'aretz. Rub 
a dub dub thanks for the grub” 

 The revised  inch by inch song ( or "make my garden grow" ) 
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 Kol Haolam Gesher Tzar maod 

 Campfire 

 Pizza night in Hillbrow (all u can eat…) 

 Sneaking alcohol into machaneh ( shampoo bottles )  

 Mifkadot Eish 

 Tefilot Shabat. 

 Hadracha Tzeira ( 3 weeks in Israel for madrichim) 

 Friday night at the bayit  

 The scene at Temple Emanuel (or David) . 

 Mini Machaneh at Hartebeesport, Camp Kaplan 

 Magen Or, Magen Chaim, Magen Am (what our shichavot were called back then) 

 Flour fights 

 Rodriguez  

 Simulation programs ( long before reality TV)  

 Really intense discussions at really odd hours 

 A Guard (for madrichim), Life guards and security guards . 

 The train ride to machaneh. 

 Getting sent home for breaking the rules (including present community leaders ) 

 People who inspired us  -  e.g. The Tobias family, Rabbi Hank Skirball, Rabbi Benjamin, Rabbi 
Benny Isaacs etc ,  Shlichim – the Nevets and Kadmons.  

 Friends for life (Ariel, Rafael, Louise, David, Robert, Anne, Irwin …. Etc ) 

2) David Benjamin: 

I could easily fill a book with my Netzer experiences. Netzer (or Maginim or Netzer Maginim as we were 

called back then) played a major part in my life from age 12 to 22 (1978 - 1988) After that, I made ALIYA, 

otherwise I probably would have continued my involvement. The movement now called Netzer SA 

began life in the early 1970's as an amalgamation of Reform Temple Youth clubs in South Africa that 

decided to embrace a Zionist platform and become a fully-fledged youth movement like Habonim, Betar 

and Bnei Akiva. At the time there wasn't an international Netzer movement. In fact, Maginim may well 

have been the first Reform Zionist Youth Movement ever (I recommend that you check this fact with 

Netzer Olami: it could be a significant claim to fame...). I wasn't there at the time of the movement's 

founding but I can put you in touch with some people who were my madrichim in the early days, such as 

David Robinson, Hillel Tobias and a few others. My family lived in Cape Town. In fact, my late father, 

Myer Benjamin, was the Rabbi at Temple Israel Wynberg - so that's how I and my siblings, Jonny and 

Debbie, got involved. 

As a young chanich, I used to attend weekly meetings in the Max Cohen Hall in Temple Israel Wynberg. 

There were also groups who met weekly in the Ballroom at Temple Israel Green Point. There were 

activities for kids aged 8 to 18. The age groups in ascending order were called: Magen Or, Magen 

Shalom, Magen Chaim, Magen Am. We had annual seminars in Elgin. Here are some names of Cape 

Town senior madrichim from that period (1978 - 1981): David Robinson, Ivan (Hillel) Tobias, Libby 

Tobias, Catherine Robinson, Maureen Hanson, Lawrence Helman, Danielle Miller, Stuart Krook, Clive 

Klugman, Robert Leib. Other madrichim were Ari Levinson, Stuart Asher, Gillian Asher, Jeremy Druker, 

Shirley Hanson.  
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The first national machaneh I attended was in 1979, held at the Alan Isaacs Campsite in Margate, near 

Durban. Ivan Tobias was the Rosh Machaneh. I remember we had some bad flooding and much of the 

campsite was reduced to a mudbath (containing our tents and belongings...). We also had a wonderful 

overnight hike in Oribi Gorge. After that I attended machaneh every year: 1980 in Grabouw (Rosh 

Machaneh: Mike Heifer), 1981 in Grabouw (RM: Errol Immerman), 1982 in Grabouw (Stuart Krook), 

1983 in Grabouw (Danny Landsberger). After that, the Grabouw campsite was flooded to make way for a 

new dam, after which the movement acquired the Pringle Bay campsite which was an old prison camp.... 

Machaneh was an incredible experience: A trainload of kids would come down to CT from JHB in 

addition to kids from Durban, Pretoria and smaller centers. Altogether, there would be about 300 - 350 

campers, including madrichim and staff. Some memories which stand out from those days: a float 

procession through the streets of Grabouw; the trial of Izzy, the armchair Zionist, in the Grabouw 

Courthouse, visits to the beach in Strand and Gordon's Bay in very old "Kromco" buses with plywood 

seats, overnight hikes sleeping under the stars (or clouds), crashed minibuses (no injuries), a canned 

peaches eating contest, Channies Day (when the channies would run the camp after a day of elections), 

various talent contests, Janie - the legendary camp cook, fire - writing on the last night, various talent 

contests, Mike Heifer singing "Jock of the Bushveld", a camp cow, bungalows for the younger campers 

and tents for the older ones, much singing - in the dining room and on the buses. Needless to say, camp 

was also a place where teenagers with raging hormones got better acquainted with members of other 

gender groups.  

You asked about shlichim. To the best of my knowledge, the first shaliach to Maginim was Moshe 

Alexandroni. He was based in JHB. His wife, Bunny, was also very active. In Cape Town, the first shaliach 

was Ami Sandler. He was followed by Tsachi (and Dalia) Amir. After them came Israel (and Annike) Avivi. 

In JHB, the shlichim during my time were Amos Nevet, Dava Kadmon, Tzvika Na'amani and Paul Shotts. 

In JHB and in CT the shlichim kept open houses (Bayit) which were a hub of perpetual activity. In JHB, 

the bayit was on Louis Botha Ave and in CT it was in Kloof Rd. Durban also had shlichim for a while, but I 

can't remember their names. The shlichim made a crucial contribution, in particular by ensuring 

continuity and stability in the movement and in developing the connection to Israel and Zionism. 

I became a madrich at age 14 and I began to run groups for 8-10 year olds in Wynberg. My co-madrichim 

for that group were Janine Price and Clare Cohen. As I got older I ran older groups and got involved with 

the Cape Town leadership. Among my contemporaries running Cape Town were Bernard May, Marcus 

Hirschfield, David Jacobson, Kevin Stoloff, Lisa Weinberg, Lisa Schneider, Shelley Lipshitz, Gavin Peters. 

At one stage, I was Rosh Cape Town.  

People who were active in the national leadership (JHB) at about that time (mid '80's) were: Russel 

(Raphael) Sacks, Louise Bethlehem, Daniel Landsberger, Merle Silverman, Paul Cohen, Steven and Paul 

Gross, David Sylvan. From Pretoria: David and Linda Woolfson, Lance Kruger. From Durban: Dicky 

Gering, Alan Cohen. 

One of Netzer Maginim's most outstanding leaders was Matthew Hart (Z"L) who served as head of the 

movement as well as Rosh Machaneh and who passed away tragically in 1994.  
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I'm afraid I don't have more details about the camps we had at Pringle Bay. I remember that Steven 

Gross was Rosh Machaneh one year (1986?). Matthew Hart was also RM (1988?) What I do remember is 

that I was Rosh Machaneh in 1987 (Machaneh Tikvah). I kept a copy of the brochure we made to 

advertise that machaneh - I attach herewith. Probably the most memorable event from that camp was 

one of our groups getting lost on their Tiyul (despite the fact that the maddies had walked the route 

beforehand!) The group spent an extra night in the bush, about 1km away from the end point. Not 

wanting to take any chances, I called the local Mountain Club to ask if they had a guide who could help 

extricate the group. They in turn activated the entire gamut of rescue services available in the Western 

Cape and we ended up with some of our kids being winched out by navy helicopters. The incident made 

national TV as well as all the newspapers - Netzer Maginim got the most publicity it has ever had 

(probably a good thing in the long term). It was a baptism of fire for me as Rosh Machaneh, having to 

manage the "rescue" as well as calm hundreds of anxious parents and deal with a sensationalizing press. 

Thanks to an incredible team of madrichim, shlichim, medics and security staff, I thought the 

"emergency" was handled rather well - although it should never have happened in the first place. I 

found a newspaper clipping on the internet in Afrikaans which relates to the incident. See below: 

http://152.111.1.87/argief/berigte/dieburger/1987/12/17/2/6.html 

I mentioned Matthew Hart of blessed memory. He was one of the senior leaders of the movement, an 

outstanding individual and a good friend. Others of that generation who had leadership roles in the 

movement were David Jacobson, Lael Bethlehem, Janine Woolfson, Philip Borstein, Harley Conyer, 

Michael Eisenstein, Colin Glogauer, Paul Gering, Debbie Benjamin.  

There are doubtless many names I have left out, so please don't use my piece verbatim as I don't want 

to offend anyone. I suggest you try and contact the people I have mentioned to get a better idea of who 

did what. I haven't mentioned younger people and I also might have muddled up the generations. In any 

case, please cross-check. 

I made at least two trips to Israel in the framework of Netzer Maginim. Once as leader of Hadracha 

Tzeira (a young leaders course for 15-16 year olds) and later as part of "IDKUN" which was a group 

consisting of senior leaders from all four SA youth movements. 

Although we were the smallest of the 4 movements, it was always clear that, to quote one of our camp 

songs: "our strength was greater than our size". We always knew what we were about. I think Netzer 

Maginim excelled in the level of content we imparted to our chanichim. We were decidedly progressive 

ideologically speaking, and I'm proud to say we made clear where we stood in relation to the policies of 

the SA government of the day. In addition to providing a meaningful and enjoyable Reform Jewish 

experience, we advocated a two-track approach whereby fulfillment could be attained by Aliya or by 

working for social justice in SA (or both).  

I am extremely grateful and proud to have been a part of Netzer SA and I'm delighted by the fact that 

the movement is still going strong, despite the massive emigration of Jews from SA. Kol Hakavod! If 

there's any way in which I can be of assistance, please don't hesitate to ask.  

All the best to you and your fellow Netzer leaders. 

http://152.111.1.87/argief/berigte/dieburger/1987/12/17/2/6.html
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David Benjamin 

3) Bunny Alexandroni 

Hi, My name is Bunny and my husband Moshe was the first shaliach from Israel to Netzer which at the 

time was Maginim South Africa. We were there from October 1978 until August 1981. When we first 

arrived, adults were all the leadership of the movement. My husband’s first accomplishment was to 

have new leadership – all from within the movement – young leaders who would eventually lead the 

movement. I have loads of photos and lots of memorabilia but I would have to go get it, as it is in 

Nashville and I am in Washington State at the moment.  

Bunny Alexandroni 

4) Chemdat Aviram-Brandwine 

Hi, 

I was in Netzer the same years as Greg Alexander (Rabbi Greg), in CT, in the 80's. Greg and I were the 

Magen Chaim maddies in CT during the year, and I was maddie with Gordon Spitz (?) at camp for Magen 

Am. I'm sure others are better informed than I am about all the stuff, but if you want to ask me anything 

feel free. I live in Jerusalem, Israel, now, and am in touch with ex-maddies and Channies around the 

world. 

ahhh... I remember going to camp when I was ten - that would have been in... 1981, and being horribly 

homesick. I also remember a shaliach (name??) singing a song in a terrible bleat: "I once had a chicken, 

which I loved very much...". Very sad (read: funny). Anyway, I waited till '88 to get involved again. I think 

the age-groups went something like this: Magen Or (ten to elen year olds?), then Magen Chaim, then 

Magen Am and then Magen Atid (for the oldest). So i went to camp when I was in Magen Am. Lots of 

social stuff, activities, tiyulim, love-angst and other excitement. also a lot of madness and cross-dressing 

. Our maddies behaved in a wonderfully silly yet responsible fashion, and when I became a maddie 

myself I took upon myself, with my fellow maddies, to carry on this worthwhile tradition. Being a 

maddie was not only satisfying and an opportunity for one heck of a social life (ready-made friends), but 

gave me some serious life-experience. I put it on my CV for years, and use the experience I gained to this 

day. Also, kids who were my channies then have now grown up and are good friends. Anyway, I am 

assuming you did post this on the Netzer SA FB page, for all those who like reminiscing, yes? So, that's it 

in short - feel free to ask Qs if you want. Chemdat 

PS - both my sisters, Eilat Aviram and Shlomit Cnaan were also in Maginim there is a photo of the 3 of us 

singing at one event at camp 

Best Chemdat Aviram-Brandwine 

5) Sam Abrahams Lurie 

Hi,  

A tall order for me it's so many years ago but wow so close to my heart, I could never not contribute! So 

I am Durban born and remember Alan Isaacs camps from 1977, this was the site of many a Maginim 
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Machaneh as it was known 40 years ago. People of my generation that were very involved were Keith 

Isaacs, Selwyn Gafen, Dicky Gering, and a few years later Denis Kasher, Alan Cohen, Irwin Gafen, Jeff 

Hamashlag. So many people I am still in contact with some way or the other. In those days we also 

travelled by train to camp in Grabouw, then Betty's Bay. The train ride probably accounts for some of my 

fondest memories. We would first depart the night before around 6pm and go on a dairy train to JHB, 

arriving about 7 am. We were then farmed out to JHB families for the day until return to the station in 

the evening to meet up with our JHB compatriots who shared a further 2 day trek through the Karoo to 

the Cape. What an experience: there was always the reconnecting with old channies and the making of 

new friends. It was such an advantage for us, such a time of bonding and fun. The high jinks of some 

kids, stuff of legends, when you are 12! Food was always an issue and we packed on those days Padkos 

(Afrikaans for “food for the road”) for 3 days. I think I discovered frozen yoghurt! Seriously, I froze my 

yoghurt for the train ride and kept ice packs for cooling. It was so delicious that it became the only way 

we ate yoghurt for years! LOL. We were so organized in our cabins- 4 bunks per cabin - and by the time 

we arrived in the Cape we were black with soot. Can you imagine putting kids on such a trip today? Is his 

the kind of stuff you looking for. Jhb families I knew were the Egnals, Gross's, Searlls....have you found 

them? 
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RSY-Netzer 

RSY-Netzer Timeline: 

 

The Story of RSY-Netzer’s Founding: 

The origins of RSY-Netzer go back to the 1940s when Rabbi Dr Werner Van der Zyl, then rabbi of North 

Western Reform Synagogue (Alyth), was the leader behind the founding of YASGB (the Youth 

Association of the Synagogues of Great Britian), a not so original twist on the name of the adult 

organisation ASGB. For several decades it was a loose collective of synagogue youth groups who had 

little to do with one another. Those involved would join together for a summer camp originally called 

Frencham (named after the place it was held) and then called Shemesh (as it remains to this day). The 

1940s – YASGB is formed, led by Rabbi Dr  

Werner Van der Zyl in London. 

1977-80 – First shaliach works for RSGB, 
Chaim Lederman. 

1978 – After Jakob Josef Petuchowski speaks at 
RSGB conference, the youth are inspired to re-name 

their group RSY. 

Adam Winton, Jon Papier, and Warren Elf begin to 
serve as part-time unpaid mazkirim. 

1980 – RSGB employs their first 
Youth Director for a single year. 

1981 – First group goes to Ha’Machon L’Madrichei 
Chutz L’aretz representing RSY. 

RSGB employs Ian Wainer as the second ever Youth 
Director. 

First Israel Tour occurs during the winter holiday. 

1982 – RSY sends Adam Winton, Di 
Roberts, others to Netzer Veidah to 

seek out the process of joining. 

First summer tour to Israel. 

1983 – Gill Yentis employed as Fieldworker for     
the RSGB. 

RSY joins Netzer. 

Shichvot, ideology, song, and structure created. 

“Nu” magazine established. 

1984 – RSY-Netzer slowly begins 
to take over shemesh. 

1985-90 – Conversations about the potential RSY-
Netzer garin take place. 

1987 – Melanie Sobell is 
employed as the first full-time 

paid mazkira of RSY-Netzer. 
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camp was organised and run by a group of young adults who were members of reform synagogue 

communities known at “RSGB Holiday Committee”. They appointed two directors of Shemesh each year. 

The two-week long camp had little Jewish content and far more of it was dedicated to recreational 

games and sports as opposed to what we would now think of as a machane in classic Zionist youth 

movement terminology.  

At the 1978 RSGB conference (Reform Synagogues of Great Britain- after ASGB had been renamed) in 

Harrogate, there were several delegates present to represent the youth of the community. They were 

Colin Bulka (currently Programmes Director at JW3, London and former Head of Ha’Machon 

L’Madrachei Chutz L’aretz, Jerusalem), Jon Papier, and Michael Marmur (Vice-President of Hebrew 

Union College). After hearing a key note speech by American Reform Rabbi Jakob Josef Petuchowski on 

the subject of informed decision making they decided their youth group needed more of a Reform 

identity. That year a conference was held named “A Need for Reform” and YASGB voted to rename 

themselves “Reform Synagoue Youth”, or RSY. To go along with this, the movement decided to create 

the post of part-time Mazkir/a that was to be filled by someone who had grown up in a reform 

community, but was not of the same group who were organisng Shemesh. Between 1978 and 1981 this 

unpaid post was taken on by Adam Winton, Jon Papier, and Warren Elf. This coincided with the second 

ever shaliach arriving at the RSGB in 1980, Itzhik Aharoni. However, there was nothing distinctively 

Zionist about the workings of RSY yet.  

During 1980 a decision was taken by the chair of the RSGB, Raymond Goldman, to employ a “Director of 

Youth” who would oversee RSY. Goldman had seen the dedication and passion of the establisehd Zionist 

youth movements active in the UK, like Habonim and Bnei Akiva, and wanted to see if RSY could develop 

into a similar group. Essentially, it was a position created in order to make RSY into a movement. In the 

first year the job was done by Mike Lee. However, it was in 1981 with the introduction of Ian Wainer 

that things began to change significantly. Wainer had grown up in North East London active in the 

popular socialist Zionist youth movement, Habonim. He had been a chanich, madrich, and had gone of 

Shnat with his movement. He then returned do to movement work, was the Rosh Chinuch and then had 

made aliyah. After working on a kibbutz and a period doing his basic training in the IDF Wainer and his 

wife found themselves living in Tel Aviv when he was employed to take on the role of Youth Director at 

the home of RSY, The Manor House in Finchely, North London.  

In 1981, just before Wainer took on the post, the first group to go to Ha’Machon L’Madrachei Chutz 

L’aretz representing RSY departed. They were Laura Janner (currently Rabbi of the Movement for 

Reform Judaism), Richard Dale, and Andrew Leigh. When they returned they were, as began a trend, 

deeply committed to Zionism and wanted their movement to take an ideological stance. In Wainer they 

found the perfect partner and with the backing of Raymond Goldman everything was ready for RSY to 

become a fully fledged Zionist youth movement. In 1982 RSY sent several delegates to Netzer Olami 

Veidah in Jerusalem to find out more about the world-wide Reform Zionist youth movement. Shlichim 

continued to be sent from The Jewish Agency to work with RSY, performing the classic youth movement 

role of the shaliach, being another responsible adult around and also providing a particular expertise in 

Israel and Zionist education.  
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Early in 1983 Wainer secured funds from the RSGB to employ a second full-time member of staff for the 

Youth Department. Gill Yentis, Wainer’s long time friend and Habonim bogeret, joined RSGB as the first 

ever Fieldworker. Together they began to make big changes. RSY was given a structure and an ideology. 

Shichvot were named in an extended metaphor of a tree (not dissimilar to Habonim’s use of water). The 

10-12 year olds were Garinim (seeds), the 13-16 year olds were Shtillim (shoots), and the 17-19 years 

olds were Illanot (saplings). Every synagogue group who had a weekly club that affiliated to the wider 

movement was now deemed an anaf (branch). Each synagogue group would appoint a rosh of their 

group and they would come together to form the RSY mazkirut. Perhaps most revolutionary was the 

renaming and redefining of those who worked to run activities in the movement. Previously anyone 

older than 17 was called ‘a manager’. However, Wainer had a strong refrain that “managers work in 

Tescos, madrichim work in a youth movement”. The term madrichim was brought in, as was bogrim. 

Wainer and Yentis were clear that the movement needed an ideology- it needed something to stick it 

together and for everyone, regardless of where they were in the country, to believe in and commit to. 

Having been heavily influenced by their youth in Habonim they chose to mimic the three pillar model 

but to make it suitable for a Reform setting. The result was Reform Judaism, Reform Zionism, and Tikun 

Olam. It is not clear exactly when those three pillars were named, however, there is a story that at the 

mazkirut meeting during which the movement were finalising the pillar Tikun Olam, a long kabbalisitc 

text study on the origins of the term took place before the vote was held.  

The main events of the movement during this period were almost all weekly shabbatonim. They were 

often held in the no longer existent Project Block and Stable Block of The Manor House and consisted of 

up to 100 chanichim from all across the country sleeping on the floor overnight and having peulot ran 

for them by madrichim. The shabbatonim were shichvot-specific so garinim, shtilim, and illanot would all 

have thier own, with special hadracha events being held for the madrichim too. The movement would 

work with established youth workers at bigger synagogues to try to convince them to bring their 

chanichim to these weekends, whilst trying also to develop new anafim at smaller synagogues across 

the UK.  

Once RSY had declared itself a youth movement its relationship with the RSGB became more 

complicated. Always self-defining as ‘semi-autonomous’ RSY was on one hand an independant Zionist 

youth movement but was on the other hand the youth group of the RSGB. It fell to Ian Wainer as the 

employee of the RSGB overseeing RSY to mediate this relationship- a part of the role of Youth Director 

that would continue to this day, albeit under a different name. One particular issue that arose was when 

RSY wanted their events to become more kosher than the RSGB events were at that point in time. The 

next big development in RSY was joining Netzer. With more Jewish and Zionist content during their 

events it seemed like a natural move and in 1983 at a meeting of the Shtillim age group (who were 13-

16) a vote was held. There were 13 votes in favour of joining Netzer, 10 votes against, and 39 

abstentions. Therefore, the vote passed and RSY became RSY-Netzer. In 1984 Andrew Gilbert and 

Andrew Leigh went to Netzer Veidah as the first official RSY-Netzer delegates. There had been some 

backlash from the adult community. Some in the RSGB, including some of the rabbinate did not think 

the entire youth movement should affiliate so strongly with Zionism advancing the view ‘not all Reform 
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Jews are Zionists’. However, it was again Raymond Goldman’s resolve and determination that meant 

that RSY joined Netzer with relatively few problems from the British Reform community.  

The practice of Judaism in the movement during these early years had been very much a reaction to 

what the participants had experienced elsewhere in the Reform community. Many were disenfranchised 

by the simplyfing of Reform ritual to make it user firendly, and instead saw this approach as childish. The 

result was a far more traditional form of Judaism. It was still totally egalitarian albeit less creative than 

what the movement would find when they began interacting with other sniffim of Netzer, but 

nonetheless it was a form of Reform Judaism that they wanted to practice. In 1985 Ian Wainer left the 

RSBG and Gil Yentis moved from Fieldworker to become Youth Director.  

During the mid 1980s a serious conversation began to develop about an RSY-Netzer garin. There had 

always been a wide range of possibilities for chaverim of the movement who wanted to live out the 

ideology. One thing that made RSY-Netzer unique in the UK was that its inclusive ideology did not 

demand a plan for aliyah from its madrichim. However, by 1985 there was a group of around fifteen 

chaverim who did want to commit to moving to Israel and who wanted to establish a settlement 

together. The plans progressed and after The Jewish Agency offered the group some land in the North of 

Israel they decided to call their settlement Har Janner- after one of the British benefactors of the 

project. One member of the group even began training as a plumber in London- thinking this would be 

the most valuable thing for the group once they made aliyah. The plan never went ahead, although 

many of those involved did end up making aliyah of their own accord.  

In 1986 the movement employed its first full-time Mazkir. However, Danny Chinn, who took on the role 

was not actually paid by RSY-Netzer or the RSGB. He was working part-time for Finchley Reform 

Synagogue (FRS) as their youth worker and with a salary provided by them also worked for RSY Netzer. 

That year Chinn took on the role of chair of the Zionist Youth Council and thereby was able to make a 

claim for funding to the JYCA ( a central Jewish communal body who allocated funds to Zionist youth 

movements). The next year, in 1987, Melanie Sobell became the first full-time paid Mazkira of RSY-

Netzer working with two further movement workers: one responsible for Shemesh and one responsible 

for fieldwork.  

From that point on RSY-Netzer grew from strength to strength with countless more madrichim, 

movement workers, youth directors, lay leaders and others helping it along its path to shining glory.  

RSY-Netzer today:  

RSY-Netzer is a thriving, dynamic, growing youth movement!  

Our ideology consists of four pillars:  

 Reform Judaism  

 Reform Zionism  
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 Livluv (personal development, literally meaning "blossoming”)  

 Tikkun Olam  

We pride ourselves on our creative, informal education, informed decision making and empowered 
group of bogrim. Our events and machanot are comprised of chinuch, kef, leadership, tikkun and social 
action, t’filah and music, outdoor activities, tiyulim and sports and creative peulot.  

We run national machanot in summer and winter, for chanichim aged 4-17, with madrichim aged 17-23. 
In the summer, RSY-Netzer interacts with around 1000 people across its different events…  

 Shemesh Kaytanot (Day Camps) – non-residential day schemes based in Reform communities, 
for 4-11 year olds. This is one of is RSY-Netzer’s newest projects, as 2014 will be its fourth year 
when we will facilitate 3 or 4 Day Camps in different communities.  

 Machane Shemesh – four different residential two-week camps for 10-15 year olds, with 22 
year-old rashim and madrichim between the ages of 17 and 20.  

 Israel Tour – a month touring around Israel for 16 year olds, led by 21 year-old bogrim.  
 Karmiel Kaytanah – an opportunity for 17 and 18 year old madrichim to lead on a kaytanah in 

Karmiel, the city in Israel with which we are paired through UJIA, a British-Israel charity which 
supports all youth movements in the UK.  

 Mega-Chalutz – our 3-day residential educational event for all madrichim of the movement (last 
year around 200!) before they lead summer events.  

RSY-Netzer runs a winter camp for 8-15 year olds called Sheleg, and also the flagship event of our Course 
Hadracha, a five-day long intense leadership camp, Machane Hadracha. 16 and 17 year olds undergo 
this two-year course, consisting of Machane Hadracha, shabbatonim and other day seminars. This 
means our hadracha is high quality, our madrichim well-educated, and our movement on top form!!  

During the year, we support regular Reform synagogue youth activities across the UK, although as with 
the Jewish community, we are mainly based in London where the office is located. Between 3 and 5 
movement workers are employed each year. They are usually between the ages of 21 and 24, and, 
having grown up in the movement, run RSY-Netzer full time for a year or two. The bogrim and 
madrichim are active between summer and winter machanot with Hadracha events, mazkirut weekends 
for bogrim to hear from the movement workers and give input about the direction of RSY-Netzer, and 
frequent tikkun and chinuch events for all chaverim. A crucial focus point for madrichim each year is 
Veidah in spring when we come together to make ideological and structural decisions and discuss key 
changes that may be occurring in RSY-Netzer. These decisions are recorded in the P, B and A (policies, 
beliefs and actions) booklet.  

RSY-Netzer is supported by the 42 Reform synagogues in the UK, the Movement for Reform Judaism, 

Netzer Olami and the UJIA. We also enjoy exciting relationships and partnerships with many UK- and 

Israel-based charities and educational organisations. In 2011 the “RSY-Netzer Advisory Group” was 

started, consisting of bogrim no longer directly involved in the movement, rabbis and parents, who 

support the movement workers and help develop and sustain RSY-Netzer’s long-term vision. These 

many resources, be they educational, financial, personal or advisory help RSY-Netzer to thrive!  
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10 Facts about RSY-Netzer: 

1. After the old system of shichvot became redundant, RSY-Netzer still used some of the old names for 
Shemesh meaning, when translated, the camps held were confusingly called: “seeds”, “first”, “second”, 
and “B”.  
2. During RSY-Netzer residential events a form of ‘RSY pie’ is served. This is a simplfied version of 
Chocolate Chiffon Pie consisiting of crushed up digestive biscuits mixed in with melted butter covered in 
custard and melted milk chocolate.  
3. For many years there would be a ‘day out’ on Shemesh during which the camp would all go to an 
amusement park or the beach. This was always referred to as ‘the trip to the cardboard box factory, the 
trip to the spoon manufacterer’ or something in that ilk.  
4. After so many years of Shemesh taking place in rural Wales it is hard to find a madrich/a who is not 
able to speak a few words of Welsh.  
5. At RSY-Netzer Veidah 2011 a new 4th pillar was established of the movement ideology. After spending 
four months being called ‘the 4th pillar’ it was then renamed, “LivLuv”.  
6. After being inspired on Shnat-Netzer a group of bogrim of RSY-Netzer set up a small agricultural 
project called The Netzer Farm on the site of The Manor House in June 2013.  
7. The shortest policy in The RSY-Netzer Policies, Beliefs, and Actions document reads: “eggs we buy and 
use should be free range”  
8. The Mazkirut used to be an elected group who make decisions on behalf of the bogrim but for the 
past 2 years it has now been an open group for all the bogrim.  
9. There is a facebook group called ‘RSY Vintage’ which consists of chaverim of the movement from the 
1980s and 1990s talking about camp gossip. In July 2013 they had a big picnic at The Manor House.  
10. In the late 1980s when Colin Bulka took over as Youth Director there was a plan put down in writing 
by the incoming mazkir- Jeremy Leigh to overthrow Colin as the line-manager of the movement workers 
and thus become a totally autonomous movement. The documents surrounding this event became 
known as The Marbella Papers.  
 

RSY-Netzer’s Photo History: 
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LJY-Netzer 

LJY-Netzer Timeline: 

 

LJY-Netzer Mission Statement –  

Ideology 

LJY-Netzer is an ideological youth movement, committed to the ideals of Liberal Judaism, Reform 

Zionism, Tikkun Olam and Youth Empowerment. The core of what we believe is summed up in our 

1902 – Foundation of Liberal Judaism in the form of weekly prayer groups in London set up by Lily Montagu and others. The 
idea was to have services including more English and men and women taking an equal part. 

1947 - Walter Woyda, set up an organization which aimed to bring together the many youth groups under an official ULPS 
(Union of Liberal and Progressive Synagogues) umbrella. Walter became the first chairman of the newly 

formed FLPJYG (Federation of Liberal and Progressive Jewish Youth Groups). Conferences with outstanding guest speakers 
were held, the first in 1949 on “Judaism and Citizenship”, social and cultural functions abounded and many joint activities 

were held with the Reform Movement’s YASGB (Youth Association of Synagogues of Great Britain). 

1960s-1970s - With the voluntary help of rabbis, rabbinic students and lay members, nearly all of whom were        
graduates of FLPJYG, a number of weekends and other activities were centrally arranged. These culminated in a major 
conference on youth held in June 1972. This attracted over 100 participants and was instrumental in re-establishing a 

vibrant and effective Youth Movement. Meanwhile Rabbi Andrew Goldstein, together with his wife, Sharon, was, through 
the annual residential Kadimah Holiday School, developing a new generation of committed ULPS youth. ULPSNYC, 

(originally ULPS National Youth Committee, later ULPS Network of Youth Clubs) was born and a full programme of youth 
weekends, leadership training, creative services and a regular magazine was implemented. For those over 15, a summer 
activity “Senior Kadimah” was instigated and run by Rabbi Clifford Cohen, first in Amsterdam, and later as an Outward 

Bound venture in Derbyshire. 

1993 - after several years of negotiations and discussions, 
ULPSNYC formally affiliated to Netzer Olami and 

became ULPSNYC-Netzer. Now structured as a classical Zionist 
Youth Movement, its Mazkir (General Secretary) each year 

automatically fills one of the youth worker posts. 

2002 – ULPSNYC-Netzer made a revolutionary 
decision to change the way its summer 

camp Kadimah was run. Previously, overall 
responsibility for the running of the camp had 
fallen to adults from the ULPS and the director 

of Kadimah (Rabbi Danny Rich). But in 2002, 
ULPSNYC-Netzer decided to run its camps 

itself, so that the youth movement would truly 
be run for the youth, by the youth. 

2004 – ULPSNYC-Netzer is forced to change its name to something different due to the founding of “Liberal Judaism” 
(replacing the former Union of Liberal and Progressive Synagogues). JLY (Jewish Liberal Youth) and PJY (Progressive Jewish 

Youth) were considered, but members of ULPSNYC-Netzer decided upon “LJY-Netzer” as the new name – standing for Liberal 
Jewish Youth. 

2004 Onwards- LJY-Netzer has continued to grow and evolve over the years giving more power to the younger members 
through events such as Kinus, holding larger and better attended leadership seminars and by employing four full time 

movement workers. Through an ideological mission statement LJY-Netzer affirms and acts upon its commitment to Liberal 
Judaism, Reform Zionism, Tikkun Olum and youth empowerment, striving to act as a force for good within the Jewish and 

wider communities. Who knows what the future will bring…….. 
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Mission Statement (below), that was accepted by our Veidah (annual decision-making body). Please get 

in contact with the movement workers for more information here. 

LJY-Netzer is a youth movement committed to the ideals of Liberal Judaism, Progressive Zionism, Youth 

Empowerment and Tikkun Olam (Repair of the World). We  ulfil this commitment through informal 

education,hadracha (leadership) and informed decision-making. 

We aim to create an environment in which people can develop their own Liberal Jewish identities. We 

therefore foster an equal and inclusive community in which each individual is valued and we use 

informal methods to educate our participants on Judaism so that they may forge that Jewish identity 

themselves. We engage in both creative and traditional forms of prayer to help our participants in this 

process. 

As a Progressive Zionist youth movement we encourage our chaverim (members) to develop a personal 

relationship with Israel. We believe in the unique importance of Israel to the Jewish people and strongly 

support the existence of Medinat Israel (the State of Israel) and its development towards the ideals of its 

founders. We organise both short-term (1 month) and long-term (8 months) programmes in Israel for 

our members to participate in, as well as bringing a flavour of Israel to all our events through cultural 

experiences, working with Israeli nationals and the use of some Hebrew words. 

We also strive to be active in our commitment to Tikkun Olam (Repair of the World) on all levels, from 

self (Tikkun Atzmi) to social action on a range of communal and global issues. This vision of Tikkun is 

inspired by our Liberal Jewish ideology. 

LJY-Netzer is the youth movement of Liberal Judaism and provides a service for their synagogue youth. 

As an inclusive movement we welcome members from the wider Jewish world. We are also a branch 

of Netzer Olami, our progressive umbrella movement and one of the largest Zionist youth movements in 

the world, and affirm theNetzer Platform. 

LJY-Netzer is a pro-feminist movement which supports the struggle for equal rights and opportunities 

for all sexes and genders. In our pursuit of liberation from prejudice and discrimination, we strive to 

recognise the experiences of all people and breakdown all forms of oppression. As a movement 

constantly striving for an inclusive environment, we believe feminism is fundamental to our ideology 

and it is our responsibility to avoid replicating the damaging and discriminatory norms of society by 

constantly empowering and educating our members. 

We are a youth movement run for its members by its members. We provide an opportunity for creating 

strong Progressive Jewish identities, enjoying friendships, participating in stimulating events and having 

fun together. 

 

 

http://www.liberaljudaism.org/
http://www.liberaljudaism.org/
http://www.netzerolami.org/Eng/Index.asp
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10 Facts about RSY-Netzer: 

1. LJY-Netzer is the best youth movement in the world. 

2. Kef is the most said word at LJY-Netzer events. 

3. LJY-Netzer is the youth movement of Liberal Judaism 

4. In 1987 there was a murder mystery that was never solved! WATCH OUT! 

5. LJ Chief Exec was consulted about the Equal Marriage Law by the House of Commons. 

6. Last year LJY-Netzer ran events in 7 different countries  

7. LJY-Netzer’s theme of the year this year is ‘Ani v’ata Neshaneh et Ha’olam’ -  You and I shall 

change the world! 

8. We sing as many languages of the Netzer song as we can! 

9. Our shikvot (age groups) are named after water phenomena.  

10. One time one of our leaders fell into a vat of radioactive material and he became a super hero. 

He is now Captain Kef and attends all asephot to alleviate tense situations. 

LJY-Netzer’s Photo History: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Machane Kadimah 2003 
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Machane Kadimah 2003, Yamim (14 year olds) out on Tiyul! 

Machane Kadimah 2004 – The first camp after the name change from ULPSNYC-Netzer to LJY-Netzer 
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Israel Tour 2007 

Camp photos from Machane Kadimah 2008 
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Netzer Ukraine 

The Story of Netzer Belarus’s founding: 

In Ukraine the first “sprouts” of Netzer appeared in 1995 when a group of young Jews of Kiev chose to 

be Reform.  Rabbi Ariel Stone, Michael Farbman and Olga Marcus – these are the people who created 

Netzer in Ukraine; who searched, founded and trained its future leaders and activists; who held its first 

camps and seminars; who reached out both for international contacts and those of Jewish youth 

organizations in Ukraine. 

Within the 15 years of its activity Netzer Ukraine proved its viability and relevance for the Jewish youth 

of Ukraine, who have a wide spectrum of Jewish youth organizations to choose from in the country.  

Netzer Ukraine Today: 

Currently Netzer successfully operates in Kiev, Odessa, Poltava, and Simferopol. Every meeting of the 

youth in the Netzer club enriches its participants with new knowledge and experience, lets them spend 

some useful and enjoyable time together, to get to know new and interesting people and ideas. It is 

here that young people sometimes met and then stood under chuppah, thus forming new Jewish 

families.  

One of the important parts of Netzer is selection and training of the leading actives. For this purpose 

seminars are conducted on a regular basis, during which young people receive knowledge and skills of a 

group work, enlarge their knowledge about Israel, as well as about theoretical and practical Judaism.  

Every summer Netzer conducts camps for children, youth and students. These camps paved the way for 

many young people towards their Jewish identity.  Often times parents too go back to their Jewish roots 

due to the children who bring home Jewishness from the camps and thus become parents’ first teachers 

of Judaism. 

The religious component of our Movement is supported and understood by the young people. Some of 

them heard, felt and comprehended Jewish prayer and had Kabbalat Shabbat for the first time thanks to 

the camps and seminars. It is here that many of them saw and approached a Sefer Torah. The friendly 

atmosphere always taking place at the religious events helps the youth in understanding the meaning of 

the prayers and in feeling themselves a part of the Jewish people; it encourages them to turn to God 

both with the help of the Siddur prayers and with their own words. This atmosphere is created by the 

rabbis (Rabbi Alexander Duchovny and Rabbi Mikhail Kapustin), by the leaders (“madrichim”) and the 

coordinators of the NetzeR Movement of Ukraine and Israel (Netzer coordinator in the FSU countries is 

Rita Fruman) and by each and every chanich. 

What characterizes Netzer is that it is a part of the Progressive Judaism in Ukraine. Together with the 

community Netzer celebrates Shabbat, Jewish holidays, conducts Shabbatons and seminars.  

Netzer movement is open to the youth who is ready to accept its ideology, making a conscious choice in 

favor of Progressive Judaism and becoming an integral part of the community. Netzer functions in 
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purpose of supporting, enriching and continuing the Jewish life within the movement of the progressive 

Judaism. We aim to teach people to think, feel and act as Jews, training and practicing the model of 

Jewish way of life. 

The goals of Netzer Movement: 

1. To make it possible for the Jewish youth to feel the fullness of Jewish life, applying on practice 

the acquired knowledge and skills.  

2. To train young professional leaders within our Movement for the future work in the clubs, 

seminars and camps.  

3. To bring the ideas of the progressive Judaism and the ideology of the Netzer Movement to the 

clubs, camps and seminars. 

4. To strengthen the status of the Reformism in the Jewish world. 

5. To advocate the vision of the Young Movement as part of the community of Progressive Judaism 

that effectively interacts with its different elements.  

A community that looks forward, realizes that its future is in the young generation. Netzer Ukraine is an 

integral link between the present and the future of the community. 

We are the sprouts, which soon will grow into strong and fruitful trees of the religious community of the 

progressive Judaism! 
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Netzer Russia 

 

 

 

 

To be Updated… 
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Netzer Belarus 

Netzer Belarus Timeline: 

  

The Story of Netzer Belarus’s founding: 

Netzer Youth movement was born in Belarus in 1998. 

The idea of Progressive Judaism was brought to Belarus from Israel by Rabbi May Leibowitz and her 

husband. Young Belarusian Jews who identified with the values of the movement took these principles 

and began teaching them. It wasn’t something official and institutionalized in the form of educational 

projects, but rather a group of young-adults with common interests. They began organizing Kabbalot 

Shabbat and different activities.  

After several years this group began receiving support from the WUPJ and joined Netzer Olami in 1998. 

This encouraged the development of Jewish life of Reform youth in Belarus, as Netzer Belarus became 

more and more active: summer and winter camps, seminars, clubs in cities and different projects.  

Netzer Belarus Today: 

Since the founding of Netzer Belarus in 1998, there have been 11 directors in our Snif. In June 2011 our 
Snif moved to a new location - the Centre of Progressive Judaism “Beit-Simha” in Minsk.  

Netzer runs in 5 cities in Belarus at the moment: Vitebsk, Bobruysk, Gomel, Mogilev and the capital 

Minsk. About 120 kids from 11 to 17 are regular participants of our summer camps and visitors of clubs 

in cities. The new generation of madrichim from 18 to 23 works with these chanichim and they study to 

do it better and better. Also now we begin to work with groups of students from 18 to 25.  

Besides summer camps which are very important events for our Jewish life, all cities have their own 

projects and ways to talk about our roots. Cinema-club, role-playing games, Jewish cuisine and many 

other projects and events help us to remember our history, but also ceremonies of Kabbalat Shabbat, 

Havdallah and events on Jewish holidays help us to remember our traditions.  

1993 - First Reform summer camps in 
Belarus 

1998 - Netzer Belarus is 
founded 

2005 - first participants 
come on Masa 

2011 -  Inauguration of the new building of the                
Reform movement in Mink where Netzer recieved an      

office and activity room 

2014 - Netzer Belarus will participate in the 20th 
anniversary  of "Purimshpiel", which they have 

been a part of almost since its begining 
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Today we are open to youth who are willing to accept Netzer’s ideology, who make informed decisions 
and are ready to be part of the Reform community in Belarus. We are here to support, enrich and 
continue the development of Jewish life in the framework of a Jewish Progressive youth movement. In 
addition, we strive to teach our members to think, feel, and do using a Progressive Jewish model of life.  
 

Facts about Netzer Belarus: 

1. Every year our community takes part in two big international festival organixed by the 

Jewish Agency. One is the Minsk Jewish short film festival and the second is “Purimshpil” in 

Vitebsk. 

2. We have a very strange balance of boys/girls, as two/three year-groups 

are all boys and the other groups are all girls.  

3. Netzer in Belarus has its own personal identity and logo, and this logo has 

different visual and associative links with Netzer Olami, Israel and Belarus  

4. Our madrichim are so great that even 1 or 2 hours of sleep during the 

whole week is enough for them. 

5. If you need programmer, photographer, operator, lecturer, manager, 

designer, builder, actor, director, animator, clown, athlete, dancer, singer 

or chef... call a madrich of Netzer Belarus 

6. One time our kids were waiting for the beginning of a peula and were 

painting, and they came up with a very cool idea. They placed the Menora 

from the Netzer Logo into the letter “Z” in theword Netzer. We found it to 

be so perfect that we integrate this idea into our Logo. 

7. Every Kabbalat Shabbat we study with kids by different games, films and other activities.  

8.  A lot of madrichim of Netzer clubs are younger than their chanichim  

9. In spite of studies, jobw and different personal problems our madrichim love spending time 

in the Netzer clubs. It doesn’t even matter for what reason reason: constructing 

decorations, film editing, creating peulot or the simple desire of spending time together.  

10. One time in summer camp our computer-man was so tired that when he created final photo 

of camp’s participant he had forgotten letter T in name of camp. So final photos were 

printed with words “Institute of Israel innovaion”  
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Netzer Belarus’s Photo History: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer camp in 2001. Rita and Alex (Left) made aliya and are today the directors of the Netzer FSU desk in 
Israel. 

Hadracha and Leadership seminar in 2004 
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Netzer Belarus summer camp in 2005 for ages 14-17 

Netzer Belarus madrichim in 2012 
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2013 summer camp 
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Netzer Barcelona (Spain) 

Netzer Barcelona Timeline: 

 

The Story of Netzer Barcelona’s founding: 

Atid (our kehila) started running activities for the youth back in 1995. However, Netzer Spain was 

formally founded in 2001, when Victor Sörenssen became our first Mazkir right after completing the 

Shnat Netzer program in Israel (Netzer Olami’s gap-year program). In the beginning, Netzer Barcelona 

was formed by only 30 chanichim and less than 10 madrichim. However, we have not stopped growing 

since then. Every year more young Jews join our tnua (movement), and as the kvutzot (groups) keep 

growing bigger, larger kvutzot become our Tzevet of Madrichim (counselors). We are proud to say that 

we are the most experienced Jewish Zionist Tnua in our country and keep educating year by year. 

Moreover, we are the only Reform organized youth movement in Spain and the only Jewish education 

many of our chanichim receive. 

Netzer Barcelona Today: 

We run our activities mainly in Barcelona. However, we aspire to become the main reference for Jewish 
youngsters all over Catalonia and Spain. 

The sniff is actually run by two mazkirim (Ariel Trumper and Alex Muchinik – 2013/14), with the help of 
the adult committee of our kehila (Comunitat Jueva Atid de Catalunya). They also have the support of all 
the parents and of course the madrichim! 

We have approximately 70 chanichim and 20 madrichim, and in the summer camp we hope to be 120! 

In Netzer Barcelona we usually do our weekend activities on Saturday evenings. We also celebrate all 
the chaggim together with the community and organize several events, such as Yom Sport (sports day), 
Aviv Sound (music festival), various contests… Our two main events though are the Machane Kaitz 

1992 - The first and only Reform 
Jewish community in Barcelona is 
founded, Comunitat Jueva Atid de 

Catalunya. 

 

2001 - Netzer Barcelona 
is officially founded by 
Victor Sörenssen, the 

first Mazkir. 

 

2004 - First Machané 
Kaitz 

 

2006 - First madrichim trip to Israel 
2009 - We moved to a 

bigger building  to continue 
our adventure 

2010 - First madrichot sent 
on Shnat on regular basis. 

Natalia Sanchez and Hanna 
Dolgonos 

2011 - Netta Harush arrives to 
Barcelona as our first shlicha  
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(summer camp) and Machane Joref (winter camp). In the machanot our chanichim can feel the full 
Netzer experience.    

Nowadays we have 6 kvutzot (age-groups): 

Akevot (3 to 5 years old): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gulot (6 to 8 years old): 
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Tukanim (9 to 11 years old): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sukariot (12 to 13 years old): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kahalit (13 to 14 years old): 
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Jalomot (15 to 16 years old):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Tzevet meets every two weeks for “asefot”, and we have an Hanaga formed by the two mazkirim, 
Rosh Chinuch and two more madrichim which meet every week to make the logistic decisions. Besides 
this, before every camp all the madrichim go to a seminar to prepare the activities for the camp. 

We like to think of Netzer Barcelona as a big family where everyone knows everyone and we care about 
each other as if we were one really! 

facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/netzer.barcelona?ref=tn_tnmn 

youtube: http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCB02uEli9fIgDTcx-L_9ihg  

Ten Facts about Netzer Barcelona: 

1. We have people from all over the world, especially South America -Argentina, Uruguay, United 
States, France… 

2. In all the camps we play “steal the flag”. Every night, doing it by pairs, the chanichim stand 
guarding it until three o'clock in the morning. If someone steals the Netzer flag, the camp is over 
and we have to go home. 

3. The chanichim use the guarding time to flirt. 

4. In summer camps we record a movie that lasts through all the camp, we make casting, also 
there are technical lighting, a director and screenwriters! 

5. Gossip. We leave a box in the dining room in which the chanichim can write whatever they 
want. Then at the end of meals the madrichim read the gossips to all the machane.  

6. Every two weeks all the Madrichim meet at the synagogue to receive a class, and we have our 
“asefot” (meetings)every two weeks. 
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7. Our name is Netzer Barcelona although there is no other sniff in all the country, so we should 
technically be Netzer Spain, but the name is rooted to our history. 

8. We are one of the sniffim which have the youngest kids, who are between 3 and 5 years old!  

9. We always have a disco-party on the last night of camp, with a dance competition in pairs. 
When the chanichim go to sleep, the madrichim keep on dancing until they can’t stand up 
anymore. 

10. Almost everyone (chanichim and madrichim) have a nickname, so we never call each other by 
our real names. 

Netzer Barcelona’s Photo History: 

 

One of the first camps of Netzer Barcelona, with about 30 chanichim and 10 madrichim 
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One of the first peulot (activities) for the youth organized by Atid when we weren’t even called Netzer. The kids from the 
picture became the second generation of madrichim in Netzer Barcelona. 

 

Historical picture where we can see the first generation of madrichim with the ones who will later become future madrichim. 
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Noar-Telem (Netzer Israel) 

Noar-Telem Timeline: 

 

The Story of Noar Telem’s founding: 

Noar-Telem was founded in 1980 as a movement named “Telem-Noar” which was active in Haifa and 

Jerusalem. In 1983 it joined the Israeli Scouts Movement and acted as a “Shevet” (branch) which was 

names “Tzofei Telem”. Tzofei Telem was active for 13 years and out of it developed “Gareinei Nahal” 

which took part in the founding of the Reform Kibbuzim of Yahel and Lotan, yearly service groups before 

enlisting in the IDF (Shant Sherut), and a quality “Shichva Bogeret” (older age-group) that lead 

educational processes and was active in the social and political spheres in Israel. 

In 1997  the movement left the Scouts and became an independent youth movement names Noar-

Telem, working in 12 locations around Israel, while the leadership was centered in Jerusalem. In 2002 

Noar-Telem joined Netzer Olami, the international Progressive Zionist youth movement. Since then, 

Noar-Telem is the Israeli branch of Netzer Olami.  

Noar-Telem Today: 

Noar-Telem acts as a youth movement as most of its activities are based on non-formal, experiential, 

social and educational activities. Our outlook is that the youth movement belongs to its Chanichim, and 

therefor in the center of our educational and practical actions stands the “Shichva Bogeret” (16-18 year 

olds). Out of the value of “Youth-lead-youth”, the Shichva Bogeret act as the hadracha team in the 

different snifim and the national events , and partake in the Democratic decision making process of the 

movement. 

Today, Noar-Telem has active Snifim in Jerusalem (Kiryat Yovel and Kol Haneshama), Modi’in, Mevaseret 

Tzion, Kibbutz Gezer, Haifa, Kibbutz Lotan, Zur Hadassah and Ramat Hasharon. 

 

. 

 

1980 - A Progressive youth movement is founded in            
Jerusalem and Haifa called "Telem-Noar" 

1983 - The movement joined the Israeli Scouts and was 
names "Tzofei Telem" 

1997 - Tzofei Telem decide to become an independent            
Youth Movement now named "Noar-Telem" 

2002 - Noar-Telem decide to join Netzer Olami, and 
become the Israeli Snif of the movement 
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UPJ-Netzer Germany 

 

 

 

 

 

To be Updated…  
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NFTY (North American Federation of Temple Youth) 

NFTY Timeline: 

 

 

 

 

 

The Story of NFTY’s founding: 

NFTY was founded in 1939 as the youth arm of the Union for Reform Judaism (formally known as the 

Union of American Hebrew Congregations). It was created at the urging of the National Federation of 

Temple Sisterhoods in order to provide an outlet for young people to engage in the life of their 

synagogues. NFTY’s early membership was comprised of college-age youth, rather than high school, and 

its national officers were in their twenties. At that time, there were three NFTY regions—

Pennsylvania, Chicago, and New York. 

Growth in the number of Temple Youth Groups (TYGs) and NFTY regions continued steadily without 

significant change until 1948. At that time, NFTY held its last National Convention (until the 1980’s), 

adopting a new constitution that created major structural changes in the young organization: NFTY 

1939- NFTY is founded as the youth arm of the  

Union of American Hebrew Congregations (now  

Union for Reform Judaism) 

1948- After adopting a new constitution, 
NFTY becomes a high school age (9th-12th 

grade) youth organization. Additionally, the 
NFTY Board decided the first order of 

business for their annual meeting was to 
recognize the new state of Israel. 

1951- The first summer Leadership Institute held at  

the first UAHC Camp, the Olin-Sang-Ruby Union  

Institute Camp in Oconomowoc, Wisconsin.  

1954- The first NFTY trip to Israel and Europe 
was launched. Additionally, the number of 

regional conclaves surpasses 100.  

1961- NFTY inaugurated the Eisendrath  

International Exchange (EIE) Program with three  

NFTYites studying for a semester at the Leo Baeck  

High School in Haifa, Israel.  

1965- NFTY’s summer home, the URJ Kutz 
Camp in Warwick, New York, is purchased. This 
is now the site of camps, board meetings, and 

other national events. 

1983- NFTY holds the first NFTY Convention since  

1948 in Washington, DC.  

1993- NFTY and the Association of Reform 
Zionists in America (ARZA) formalize their 

relationship, further committing NFTY to Israel 
and to North American Zionist activities.  

2005- At NFTY Convention in Los Angeles,  

California, NFTY formalizes their relationship with 

 Netzer Olami.  

Today- NFTY is home to over 750 local temple 
youth groups in 19 regions spread throughout 
the United States and Canada. These regions 

collectively hold over 150 regional events each 
year.  
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Conventions were dropped in favor of summertime Leadership Institutes, the membership of NFTY was 

dropped from college to high school age, and the regions were given a relatively larger share in 

determining program and policy. 

NFTY Today: 

The North American Federation of Temple Youth (NFTY) is comprised of over 7,000 high school age 

teenagers from across North America. NFTY is structured into 19 regions each constructed of Temple 

Youth Groups (TYGs) associated with Union for Reform Judaism member-synagogues. Throughout the 

year, regions and TYGs host events that range in length from one day to five days. These events typically 

consist of non-traditional worship, experiential Jewish education through programming, and social 

activities and are commonly located at summer camps, synagogues or hotels. NFTY is led by teens in 

partnership with adult leadership. This partnership between youth and adults is a particular strength of 

NFTY. Many NFTYites are involved with Union for Reform Judaism summer camp programs. In addition 

to camp, NFTY has other summer programs such as NFTY in Israel and Mitzvah Corps, an immersive 

service-learning experience. Every year, NFTY also hosts and sponsors events open to any NFTYite from 

anywhere in North America such as Nashir: NFTY’s Songleading Institute, Nirkod: NFTY’s Israeli Dance 

Institute, Binah: NFTY Study Weekend at Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, URJ Biennial and NFTY 

Convention. NFTY strives to provide teenagers with opportunities to experience Reform Jewish life 

throughout the year through these events and opportunities. 

Ten Facts about NFTY: 

1. NFTY convenes every other year at NFTY Convention, held in a different city each time. 

2. NFTY regions used to have their own regional name, now starts with NFTY. (Example: ToFTY  

NFTY-TOR) 

3. NFTY has 13 Principles, which it strives to base its values on. These are Torah, the Jewish 

People, the State of Israel, Hebrew, History, To Learn and To Do, Pluralism, Self, Justice, 

Community, Repairing the World, Partnership, and Fun and Spirit.  

4. NFTY is a high school youth movement and is beginning to increase its member base with 

Junior Youth Group events.    

5. The North American Board positions of NFTY are President, Programming Vice President, 

Social Action Vice President, Religious and Cultural Vice President, Membership Vice 

President, and Communications Vice President.  

6. NFTY has approximately 7,000 members currently. 

7. NFTY’s home for the Reform Jewish Teen Leadership Experience is located at the URJ Kutz 

Camp in Warwick, NY. 

8. NFTY has 19 geographic regions. 

9. Each region has a mascot and a cheer. There are cows, monkeys, cars, raindrops, squirrels, 

and tigers, just to name a few.  

10. This is NFTY’s cheer! 

stomp-clap-stomp-clap... 

Say what's your name? Say NFTY! 
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Say what's your name? Say NFTY! 

Say what's your name? Say NFTY! 

Gonna live and die for N-F-T-Y!  

NFTY's in the front HEY HEY HEY 

Let me hear you grunt HEY HEY HEY 

NFTY's in the middle HEY HEY HEY 

Let me hear you giggle Ha Ha Ha! 

Never in the rear No, no, no 

Let me hear you cheer!  

WHOOOOO!!  

Ya got it? Yeah! 

Ya got it? Yeah! 

It's in my knees, my knees are weak 

It's in my mouth, I cannot speak 

It's in my hair, it's over there, 

it's over there, it's everywhere!  

stomp-clap-stomp-clap... 

Say what's your name? Say NFTY! 

Say what's your name? Say NFTY! 

Say what's your name? Say NFTY! 

Gonna live and die for N-F-T-Y! 

NFTY’S Photo History: 

 

March on Washington: NFTY was present at the March on Washington in 1963 to show support for civil rights equality. Rabbi 
Joachim Prinz spoke immediately before Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. NFTY was also represented at the 50th anniversary of the 
March on Washington in 2013 where original marchers spoke about their experiences. President Obama also spoke at this 
event. 
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Vietnam War: This banner hung in the basement of the URJ Kutz Camp during the era of the Vietnam War to protest the war. 
Many teens at the URJ Kutz camp were eventually drafted into the war- they found out while at camp. Mark Anshan, NFTY 
President (1970-1971), testified before U.S. Congress as a Canadian citizen, in opposition to the Selective Service Act. 

 

URJ Kutz Camp: Founded in 1965, the Kutz Camp has served as NFTY’s Summer Home and Leadership Institute. Since 
opening, Kutz has been the summer home of over 100,000 teenagers, instilling life-long Jewish values and leadership 
competencies. 
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President Barack Obama: The Union for Reform Judaism membership at large congregates every other year at URJ Biennial. 
In 2011, the Biennial was held in Washington, D.C. Five thousand reform Jews from around the world witnessed President 
Obama address the Biennial where he specifically acknowledged the work of NFTY as teen leaders. 

 

 

URJ Board: In 2013, Evan Traylor, NFTY President (2012-2013), was appointed to the Board of Trustees of the Union for 
Reform Judaism. This is the first time a teenager has been chosen to serve as a fully-vested lay-leader on the governing body 
of the Union for Reform Judaism. 
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Netzer Panama (Noar Panama)

 

Netzer Panama Today: 

Today, Netzer Panama has 12 staff members and we have an average of 42 chanichim each Saturday. 

Each group is divided by school grade and age. From kindergarten to first grade, second and third, fourth 

and fifth, sixth and seventh and the older group (Manhigim, which means leaders) for all the teens from 

eighth grade and on. 

We try to focus all our peulot on the mitzvah of tikun olam, and teaching Jewish values and tradition. 

This is why we often lead peulot and activities which make reference to Jewish history and holidays. 

2003 - First Saturday  of peulot (activities): "Shabbat School". After much hesitation, finally the first Jewish 
activities for teenagers and children begun. As every beginning, it wasn’t easy; neither the chanichim nor the 

madrichim knew to what to expect. But with the help of god and a lot of hard work everything went just fine and 
the chanichim had a good time. This was the first step of turning our dream of creating a Progressive youth 

movement for  the children and teenagers into a reality! 

2003 - First Machane (camp): "machane bereshit".        
This camp took place at Anton Valley near Panamá city. 

The name Bereshit symbolized “beginning” and the 
continuation of Noar (youth). This was the first time the 

youth of Kol Shearith Israel (our synagogue) had a Jewish 
camp, and it was an extraordinary experience as the 

chanichim got the chance to receive Jewish knowledge 
and meet new friends. 

2006 - Moving to the new location. 
Our community, Kol Shearith Israel, 
received a generous donation from 

one of the members of ground which 
would be the base for our new 

synagogue. This was a big step for our 
dream since, with the construction of 
the new place, we could include and 
assign areas and classrooms for the 

future youth movement. 

1/4/2006 - First Saturday as an official youth movement. 
With the construction done, we finally had an assigned 
place specified for our activities. The first Saturday of 

activities symbolized the birth of NOAR Panamá. Finally 
the dream came true, as the Kol Shearith Israel youth 
movement finally had a place of their own to run the 

activities. 

2006 - Affiliation with Netzer Olami. 
This important date is the final proof 

Noar Panamá was officially a legit 
youth movement recognized, and part 

of, the worldwide Progressive youth 
movement. The help of Netzer Olami 

provided Noar Panamá  with the 
connections and experience it needed 

to move forward.   

2007 – The first Netzer Shaliach to Netzer Panama,        
Igal, arrives. Igal began working hard and created the 

LeAtid school for madrichim, taught us about the 
hadracha, and in general helped us to improve our 

activities. We Noar Panamá, want to take this 
opportunity to thank Netzer Olami for the help and the 
support they gave us back then with Igal and the help  

and the support they still offer us today.  

2009 - The first graduation of LeAtid, 
our school of madrichim. As soon as 
the first generation graduated, they 

took responsibility for the full 
operation of the tnua (movement). 
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We have a regular staff meeting every week in which we discuss important subject which have arisen 

during the week and plann our next peula for the coming Saturday. 

Regarding our machane, we are the hosts of Machane Darkeinu, a camp that many people from 

different countries around Latin America join. And as each year, this year we are planning the Majane 

Darkeinu 2013! 

To conclude, although we are still a young snif compared to other snifim (7 years old), but we manage 

well, our numbers are rising slowly but surely and in the region our name is known. This is thanks to the 

dedication and hard work of our staff and community leaders with the support of Netzer Olami . 

Although we can’t predict the future, it seems bright  

Greeting from all of our Tzevet of Noar Panamá, Hope to see you all soon. 

Ten Facts about Netzer Panama: 

1. Machane Darkeinu is organized by Noar panama and every year is the host for chanichim and 

madrichim from different parts of Latin America that come to panama especially for the 

Machane Darkeinu experience. 

2. Our madrichim today are the second generation from the LeAtid School of madrichim. Some of 

them have been madrichim since the start of Noar Panama and others joined in the way. 

3.  For the Hagim (holidays) Noar Panamá organizes activities not just for children and teenagers, 

but also for the whole community. 

4. Within our synagogue we have two walls painted by us, the first one is the seal of LeAtid, and on 
the second one is written NOAR, with the hands and fingerprint of most of our madrichim and 
chanichim. 

5. Noar Panamá has a computer that has never been used :S 

6. We are addicted to a certain kind of cookie, so the cookie-company has been suppliing us with 

these cookies for at least the last five years. 

7. Every Saturday we have lunch for the madrichim and chanichim that stay in the synagogue after 

tfilot, waiting to the activities to begin. 

8. Netzer Panama was created in 2006. 

9. We have 12 madrichim and 42 chanichim. 

10. Our activities run every Saturday in Panama City, at Kol Shearith Israel synagogue. 
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Netzer Panama’s Photo History: 

 

The group called Araiot (lions) is the second little group of chanichim. Their two Madrichim are Carol and Alfredo. 

 

This group is Shawarma, lead by Pablick, Andres and Eliane (upper left). This group is the second oldest group and the bigger 
group by amount. 
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In this picture we can see the middle group by age, Balagan, which means disorder, with the madrich Martin. 

 

A Saturday lunch with madricim and chanichim. This is the lunch for people who stay in the synagogue waiting for the 
activities to start. 
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Netzer France 

 

The Story of Netzer France’s founding: 

Netzer France was founded in 2007 with the arrival of our first Shaliach from Israel, Yonatan Gozlan. At 

the time when he arrived he had to climb mountains in order to get the youth together. This was not 

only because it was difficult to bring them together, but it was also challenging to get French kids to get 

into this movement called… umm… Netzer? "What is this? Why would I spend my free time there?" 

Then we had the rebirth of the movement but that's another story:  

The rebirth of Netzer France happened in January, 2012. What happened was that Rabbi Pauline Bebe 

told Etienne Karber, the youth education director of Cji community: "this is your job, make it work" with 

a big smile on her face. Etienne went to Tali Cohen and asked her "How is this ever going to work?" and 

she couldn't stop laughing (because she has a real Jewish soul). And somehow we started having great 

ideas about what to do with the kids. Charlotte Abecassis also joined the Netzer leadership team and 

has lots of great and crazy ideas. And we can't stop laughing all together since then!  

Netzer France Today: 

Our Snif is composed of 30 kids, and it's growing little by little. We have three madrichim -  Tali Cohen 

(in Israel this year), Charlotte Abecassis and Etienne Karber. 

We love doing great things. We meet monthly and work hard to make sure that every activity is special. 

We want the kids to feel good about being Jewish, and French, and super connected to Israel! 

2007 - Netzer France is founded! 

July 2008 - Yonatan Gozlan, Netzer France’s first 
Shaliach came to Paris to construct our sniff. He 
two years organizing events between the four 
Reform synagogues. During this time Netzer 
France also participated in the events of the 

community. 

2010 - For a year, the youth took over the movement and        
tried to sustain it and keep it alive with difficulty as they weren't 

prepared enough for these responsibilities. 

2011 - A new shlicha comes for the year (Vanessa 
Taylor) 

Jauary 2012 - Netzer France's Rebirth  - After some                       
time off, Netzer was re-established in the community Cjl. It          

was quite a big deal, we were stressed. However, thanks to our 
great kids we had an amazing first session. After this one,              

we were convinced everything would be easy! 

2014 - Netzer France will organize its first Machane 
Kaitz! 
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We cannot wait to have the MachaNetzer (our first Summer Camp!). Little by little, under the guidance 

of the president and rabbis of our communitie, and mostly because we're having such a great time with 

the chanichim - Netzer will turn into something really important in France. That's all we can hope for! 

For the moment, the older kids are taking care of the young ones, and this creates a big sense of 

responsibility and builds strong links between everybody. B’ezrat Hachem, we will continue doing things 

this way and keep rocking in this free world! 

Ten Facts about Netzer France: 

1. The kids are nuts 

2. And so are we 

3. But the craziest ones are the rabbis 

4. We've succeeded at watching X Project and to analyze it from a Jewish perspective 

5. We've also succeeded at mixing between a Laser-Tag Game and a psalm study 

6. Strange fact: sometimes it seems the madrichim are having even more fun than the chanichim 

7. But when the madrichim get back home around midnight, they can feel it in their bodies – the 

chanichim were the ones having fun! 

8.  However, the madrichim will never get too old for this 

9. At some point, Shani (Netzer’s Education Coordinator) sent an e-mail to Netzer France asking if we 

still exist, and by a big coincidence Etienne (who is the director of Netzer France) was in Jerusalem on his 

way to her office and arrived 5 minute after receiving the mail. When Etienne told this story to the kids, 

they felt a big sense of pride about Netzer France. So Shani, without knowing our kids yet, you are 

already part of our collective memory. 

10. We are creating our first MachaNetzer this year (2014) and we're already almost fully booked! 
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Netzer France’s Photo History: 

 

 

  

Netzer France in 2010 

Netzer France Israel Tour 2010, at “NetzFest” 
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Netzer France is Re-launched in 2012 with a Havdallah Service 

Wondering around in Paris, with the Eiffel tower in the back. So Parisian of us right?! 
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Shnat Netzer 

1982 - First organized Reform 
group comes to spend a year 

in Israel  

1989 - The Reform 
gap-year program 
in Israel officialy 
named "Shnat 

Netzer" 

1991 - Creation of 
an alternative 

program to 
'Machon', named 

'Etgar' 

1993 - First official 
Etgar program run 

by Netzer Olami 

1996 - Etgar moves from  
Haifa to Jerusalem 

First participants from 
Argentina join Shnat 

2000 - First 
participant from 
Switzerland joins 

Shnat 

2001 - First 
participant from 

Holland  joins Shnat 

2003 - First Shnat 
Netzer year 

receives a name - 
"Shnat Ofek" 

2004 -  First participant from 
Nfty joins Shnat Netzer 

2005 - First 
participants from 

Germany join Shnat 

2006 -  First Etgar in 
the Netzer Flat in 

Beit Shmuel 

2007 - First 
participant from 
Spain joins Shnat 

2008/2009 -  Biggest Shnat group ever! (65 - North and South Together) 
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 Between 1982 and 1989 there were organized groups coming to spend a Reform year in Israel. 

Though they were not yet officially called “Shnat Netzer”, the program was similar. These groups were 

the routes of what was going to be known as "Shnat Netzer" until today. 

Shnat 1986-1987 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY - Joe Franses, Sarah Leigh, Nikki Litman, Brian Teeman, Tina Magnus, Dalia Mehdi, Mike 

Shaw, Richard Zammet, Adam Cooper, Gaby Morris, Kara Charad. Ulpsnyc – Elliot Boyd, Rachel Hellner, 

Adam Wishart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Jenny Balint, Paul 

Benjamin, David Blumenthal, 

Luke Brasch, Danielle Clayman, 

Sarah Epstein, Tom Gynes, 

Mandy Hilderbrand, Nannette 

Hilton, Henri Kalisse, Mick 

Klipen, Orly Makler, Daniel 

Rosaue, Simon Rubenstein, 

Nicole Schlesinger, Karen 

Silberberg, Adam Starr, Paul 

Stern 
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Shnat 1987-1988 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY - Sami Miller, Richard Hammell, Richard Hermer, David Israel, David Goodman, Jane 

Mosco, Debbie Cummings, Nicki Karet, Jonny Persey, Anthony Santhouse, Andrew Bacon. Ulpsnyc - 

Jason Rappoport, Russell Landy, Karl Charikar, Jonathan Boyd, Josh Dubin 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Sharon Belfer, Miriam Belnick, Brian Conyer, Jono Elias, Jeremy Freeman, Simon Hart, Debbie 

Kalisse, Nikky Lenny, Michael Levi, Fred Linker, Ilanit Richter, Ann Sandler, Alexis Shub 
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Shnat 1988-1989 

 

Northern Shnat – 

England: RSY - Gid Smith, Justin 

Wise, Daniel Jonas, Michael 

Levy, Harry Kolinsky, Wendy 

Littman, Sarah Montague, 

Rachel Hermer, Ann Marcuson, 

Jonny Kanter, Tessa Lawrence, 

Adele Grant, Beth Diskin, Jess 

Gold, Davina Solomons, Jo 

Saville. Ulpsnyc - Ben Berger, 

Louise Gellman, Rachel 

Krasnow 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Jeremy Shub, Sahra Stolz, Lisa Klepfisz, Simon Starr, Shira Mushin, David Chorowski, Raffy 

Epstein, Martin Rubenstein, Leonie Wittner, Luella Salvatore, Kathy Ross, John Salomon, Lauren Conyer, 

Tami Bokey, Gabi Flax, Josh Rath, Richard Center, David Balint, Peter Balint, Lani Baseby, Haley Daniels, 

Anthony Davis, Yael Rottenberg, John Salamon, Dave Schlesinger, Jeremy Zimmin 

January, 1989 - Just arrived in Israel December, 1989 - After a Year in Israel... 
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Shnat 1989-1990 

First group official known as “Shnat Netzer”. 

 

Northern Shnat – 

England: RSY - Jon Gordon, 

Nick Rabin, Pete Shaw, 

Deborah Rose, Sasha Gotlleib, 

Sophie Walsh, Charlotte Halle, 

Amber Phillips, Liz Osborne, 

Will Stern, Alex Lynn, Robin 

Goldberg, Beth Freedman, 

Wayne Myers, Ben 

Kelmanson, David Alter, Dean 

Nabarro, Claire Halperin, 

Charlotte Phillips, Emma 

Cotton, Nici Matlow, Derek 

Jay, Tanya Zucker, Mark 

Morris. Ulpsnyc - Paul 

Solomon, John Kerron  

 

 

Southern Shnat –  

Australia: Andrea Herman, 

Tania Finkelstein, David 

Steinberg, Neil Lazarow, Mandi 

Bialek, Jacky Magid, David 

Urbinder, Darren Bihary, 

Melissa Selig, Natalie 

Oberman, Shash Rostayn, 

Caroline Holder, Naomi Wise, 

Annette Herschtal, Jackie 

Bornstein, Samantha Grant, 

Tracey Rath, Lionel Katz, 

Louise Thurgood, Judy Belnick, 

Brett Churnin 
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Shant 1990-1991 

 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY – Danny Rose, Nick Morris, Jeremy Fielding, 

Jonathan Cummings, Anthony Hermer, Jeremy Kanter, Davina 

Stanley, Emma Lanyado, Carolina Guillof, Caz Myers, Marc 

Shoffren, Simon Kelner, Michelle Goodman, Maxine Lee. 

Ulpsnyc – Mike Conradi, Dan Kolinsky, Abi Rapoport, Joppy 

Oppenheimer, Julia Sil, Joel Wolchover, Joanna Waldman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Simon Buchen, Emma Jakobovits, Debbie Lenny, Mathew Magnus, Julia Merten, Lana Messer, 

David Rood, Andrea Rosen, Michael Winter 

South Africa: Paul Ferner, Geoff Staz 
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Shnat 1991-1992 

Northern Shnat – 

England: RSY – Adam Leonard, David Wise, Paul Noble, Athole Halle, Nicky Minter, Abi Frances, Dan Fox, 

Andrew Kliman. Ulpsnyc – Mandie Winston, Leesa Mather, Sarah Lyons, Alex Smith, David Swarc, Claire 

Reese 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Brendon Adler, Michael 

Balint, Adam Bokey, Shanit Finkel, 

Matt Flax, Zak Gelfand, Helen 

Gipps, Liz Givorshner, Barry Gold, 

Daniel Green, Becky Hart, Debbie 

Hill, Melanie Kaufman, Julia Kosky, 

Philippe Magid, Paul Shub, Melissa 

Smith, Dave Wasserman, Cerina 

Weisz, Marcus Wells, Tracy 

Wester, Jono Williams 

South Africa: Damian Staz, Eric 

Beswick, Melanie Beswick, Justine 

Lipson, Debbie Barkhan, Mel Craig, 

Greg Flash 
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Shnat 1992-1993 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY - Dan Kelmanson, Sophie 

Levan, Ruth Mason, Vicki Norman, 

Debra Langerman, Louise Harris, 

Richard Littman, Ruth Kay, Dave 

Stewart, Karly Conway, Sara Trogal, 

Adam Colton, Danit Lynn, Jo Terry, 

Jonathan Simmons, Malcolm Cohen. 

Ulpsnyc - George Thwaites, Lewis 

Romane, Paula Kinchin, Judith Allan, 

Toby Spanier, Paul Goldsmith 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Lior Attar, Josh Bihary, David 

Bloustein, Tony Buchen, Joel Dodge, Jon 

Dor, Kate Guerrero, Sandra Gyenes, 

Jeremy Kalbstein, Deb Layton, Ronit 

Richter, Vanessa Rochman, Tal 

Schlosser, Debbie Schwarz, Daniel 

Whitten, Zoe Williamson, Gabi 

Wynhausen 

South Africa: Yonatan Sacker, Bindi 

Maisel  
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Shnat 1993-1994 

Northern Shnat –  

England: Ulpsnyc - David Kaye, 

Gideon Lyons, Tali Dulin, Rafi 

Esterson, Jonathon Eaton, Jon 

Banes, Becky Reese, Gaby 

Kanerack. RSY - Rachel King, 

Della Rechtman, Lorraine 

Parker, Susie Simon, Devorah 

Baum, Toni Boyd, Karen 

Morris, Rachel Natoff, Gaby 

Mason, Joel Rose, Tim 

Roseman, Ben Goldstone, Tim 

Samuels, Dave Noble, Mark 

Greenfield, Wendy Isenwater, 

Zoe Rosenfield, Susie 

Lanyardo, Melissa Wides, 

Sharon Cohen, Joanna 

Rodgers, Xenia Lewis, James 

Clifford, Neil Moss, Paul 

Simon, Mark Choueke, Anna 

Goodman, Gary Benardout, 

Sally Falk, Sarah Stewart, Benedict Noah, Elana Libby Marsden, Sarah Mark 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Shirley Abbatovi, Joseph Azoulay, Sonya Bigel, Gabriel Blecher, Adam Carpenter, Mim Fox, 

Georgina Gold, Tanya Goldberg, Daniel Gorog, Josh Hackman, Lizzie Herzfeld, Kylie Hoffman, Jake 

Houseman, Anthony Kaplan, Adrian Klineberg, Julian Laufer, Eytan Lenko, Michelle Lippy, Alex milne, 

Matt Owen, Eva Reicher, Sera Rood, Ginette Tauber, Justin Tauber, Laura Williamson 
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Shnat 1994-1995 

Northern Shnat –  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Tammy Aronson, 

Angela Budai, Nikki Carmel, 

Natalie Churnin, Doron Dinor, 

Bianca Faber, Jason Friedman, 

Jessica Gilbert, Hezie Lazarov, 

Rebecca Lehrer, Kate Lenthen, 

Evan Lever, Alissa Woolf, Trent 

Morris, Leslie Novy, Gideon 

Sandler, Nicole Segal, Adi 

Shuvaly, Emma Simon, Ben 

Spathis, Nimrod Stern-Adlide, 

Rebecca Taft, Karen Wedell, 

Lainie Wengier, Andrew Witten, 

Josh Wermut, Michael Zion 

South Africa: Gina Flash, Lauren 

Matz, Matthew Glogauer, Jaqui 

Benson 
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Shnat 1995-1996 

 

Northern Shnat –  

England: Ulpsnyc – Rob Messik, 

Adam Woolfe, Jon Lucas, Jeremy 

Kutner, Abi Wharton, Tracy Kinchin. 

RSY – Marc Cutler, Mervin Kaye, 

Julian Cahn, Ilana Jackman, Dona 

Sherington, Avi Silverman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Rebecca Able, Anita 

Bartfeld, Joel Bartfeld, Rosie 

Burgess, Antony Burrows, Tali 

Fagenblat, Gabbi Field, Gavin 

Franks, Karen Jaffe, Gersh Lazarow, 

Jocelyn Lippey, Darren Litton, Galit 

Marks, Adam Meyer, Rebecca 

Nirens, Emma Schwarcz, Aliza 

Schwarz, Jasmin Streimer 

South Africa: Jonathan Sevitz 

Argentina: Laura Bullorsky, Lorena 

Roffe  
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Shnat 1996-1997 

Northern Shnat – 

England: RSY - Mike 

Kammerling, Ben Shipton, 

Alice Silver, Zoe Bard, Gavriel 

Magonet, Ben Mason, James 

Wood, Matt Noyek, Rodge 

Glass, James Taylor, Jon 

Freedman, Andrew 

Fetterman, Anouska Plaut, 

Katie Wilder, Lise Waldek, 

Carla Garnelas, Alexis 

Walters, Lucy Stone, Jessica 

Brummer, Hannah 

Feldschreiber, Karen Jesnick, 

Lara Kasher, Adam Redhouse, 

Mark Lester, Richard 

Manstoff, Oliver Bradley, Ben 

Overland, Pete Maginn, 

Daniel Curtis, Yonni Usisskin. 

Ulpsnyc - Elliot Manches, 

Miriam Rhine, Celina Greene 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Ilana Budai, Jo 

Gerson, Michelle Gorog, Jono 

Granek, James Greenfield, 

Michelle Pasmanik, Tamar 

Spatz, Georgia Taft, Gavin 

Wedell, Joel Goodman, 

Rebecca Lawford 

England: Richard Margaret 

South Africa: Juliet Solomon  

 

 



77 
 

Shant 1997-1998 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY - Jonni Berger, 

Danny Burkeman, Jonny Oser, 

Ben Soloway, Dave Trovato, 

Warren Grant, Dave Martin, Phil 

Simon, Ed Kay, Richard Scott, Joel 

Stanley, Emma Fineberg, Immy 

Ruback, Katie Rosen, Rebecca 

Jeffes, Resa Galgut, Lisa Baginsky, 

Lisa Foster, Olivia Noah, Gemma 

Rose, Anna Langleben, Sarita 

Bush, Charlotte Harris, Michelle 

Crespin. Ulpsnyc - Jon Roiser, 

Rebecca Rollin, Clare Engel, 

Charley Baginsky 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Marc 

Alperstein, David 

Brodaty, Jessica 

Chakman, Elana Frybort, 

Melanie Goldwater, 

Adam Hoffbauer, 

Sandra Jacobs, Rachel 

Kamien, Gideon Blecher, 

Josef Lehrer, Marilyn 

Lester, Richard 

Manning, Justin 

Marmot, Tali Perry, Ben 

Rood, Ben Simon 

South Africa: Lethu 

Ncayiyana, Shaun 

Botha, Lauren Shevitz 
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Shnat 1998-1999 

Northern Shnat – 

England: RSY - Matthew 

Attfield, Rhian Chapman, 

Charlotte Fine, Daniel 

Jackson, Julian Levi, Sarah 

Lippa, Joanna Moss, Katie 

Morris, Antonia 

Rickenback, Simon 

Rosenblatt, Naomi Ruben, 

Lucie Rubenstien, Marcus 

Rychlik, Carly Schaverien, 

Hannah Wilder, Robert 

Caplan, Gemma Curtis, 

Deborah Ellert, Sheryl Ellis, 

Amy Gluckman, Jessica 

Overlander, Sandra Pollins, 

Alex Rubin, Yossi Silverman, 

Debbi Simon, Talya Smith, 

Amos Usiskin. Ulpsnyc - 

Jodie Manches, Tristan 

Pulver, Alexander Fried, Jamie Hart, Eduard Herman, Stephanie Thwaites, Benjamin Vos 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Anna Granek, Cassie Lawford, Rachel Kramer, Gali Lenko, Dana Lenko, Sara Shneider, Liat 

Azoulay, Daniel Goodman, Noam Field, Simon Greenfield, Tony Hamor, Nicole Romer, Anthony Lenthen, 

Hannah Chipkin, Sarah Pike 

South Africa: Janet Myers, Nadine Gerber, Michelle Goetz, Rochelle Levy, Victoria Myrson 
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Shnat 1999-2000 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY - Adam Martin, Tanya Holland, Lauren Harsh, Alex Genn-Bash, Adam Cohen, David Sandler, 

Deborah Solomons, Daniel Rawsterne, Tara Becker, Jenny Fineberg, Oliver de Botton, Libby Burkeman, 

Jacob Berkson, Adrian Bradley, Lee Rubin. Ulpsnyc - Elizabeth Green, Emily Conradi, Sara Parish, Amy 

Druce, Daniel Jacobsberg, Rosie Dove, Abraham Baginsky, Eva Crasnow, Sally Adams, Helen Boobis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Bec Polgar, 

Daniel Weisz, Deon 

Weingarten, Hannah 

Simon, Jeff Huze, Justin 

Kliger, Kim Duband, Pam 

Lester, Siana Einfeld, 

Yvonne Nirens, Jilly Nirens 
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Shnat 2000-2001 

Northern Shnat – 

England: RSY - Caroline Berger, 

Kate Feldschreiber, Sam 

Bartfield, Peter Gomori, Sam 

Bogaert, Daniela Garelick, 

Tamsin Kon, Toby Harris, 

Sophie Roberts, Suzi Lemer, 

Rachel Lucas, Samuel Shaerf, 

Hannah Grant, Sam Berkson, 

Raphael Sylvester, Richard 

Cohen, Joel Stern, Anna Wax, 

Zoe Baines, Collette Crespin, 

Laura Baruch, Benjamin Ruben, 

Andre Marmot, Alexandra 

Jenkins, Geroge Kelion, Ilana 

Fleetwood, Nicole Goldstein, 

Ariella Jackman, Jacqueline 

Levre, Phil Jackson, Katie 

Monk, Miriam Philip. Ulpsnyc - 

Catherine De Lange, Sam Lassman Watts 

Switzerland: Yoram Cohen 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Rachel Chakman, 

Aliza Denenberg, Gemma 

Morgan, Martine Payne, Eli 

Schoulal, Stanya Sharota, 

Jamie Wajnberg, Jaqui Black, 

Kim Duband, Marc Dunn, Siana 

Einfeld, Jeff Huze, Alexi Kaplan, 

Lan Kirsh, Hannah Savdie, Jake 

Tankel 

South Africa: Sarah Theeboom, 

Michal Hoffman, Lorien Miller, 

Tomer Salakoff 
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Shnat 2001-2002 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY - Ben Stanley, Charlie 

Gluckman, Dan Waldek, Kimberley 

Green, Rafi Silverman, Shoshi Ish-

Horowicz, Tamar Ish-Horowicz, 

Diane Freeman, Jake Schaverien, 

Mishi Fox, Neil Brodie, Peter Miller, 

Rafi Cooper, Yoni Smith. Ulpsnyc - Jo 

Vos, David Boobis, Jenny Walton, 

Jessica Herman 

Holland: Dalit Ringer                         

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Casey Ann Wainer, Hayley Spero, Renee Kolb, Nic Cozens, Kathrine Cozens, Hannah Lockshin 
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Shnat 2002-2003 

Northern Shnat – 

England: RSY - Rose Prevezer, 

Dan Becker, Danielle Pollock, 

Saul Galgut. Ulpsnyc - Ben 

Ullman-Harwood, Claire 

Simmons, Gillian Barber, Mike 

Silvester, Rachel Jones 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Adam Binstock, Laura 

Goodman, Rebecca Goodman, 

Elisa Guth, Anya Hersh, Aiden 

Levy, Jessica Neumann, 

Michelle Shraibman 

South Africa: Lisa Diamond, 

Arden Finn 

England: Miriam McGrath 
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Shant Ofek (2003-2004) 

 

 

Northern Shnat – 

England: RSY - Anthony Brodie, 

Jacob Colton, Ross Bennett. 

Ulpsnyc – Victor Kaufman  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat –  

Holland: Yoav Magid 

Australia: Aviva Beecher Kelk, 

Sarah Gelbert, Michael Lee, 

Aidan Einfield, Sean Ladiges, 

Dean Ginsburg, Nicola Oscher, 

Andrew Grant, Matthew 

Doobov, Romy Green, Joe 

Dreyfus, Tara Kornhauser, Jared 

Lock, Josh Dolin, Lucy Meyer 

South Africa: Gigh Zack 
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Shnat Bareket (2004-2005) 

Northern Shnat –   

England: RSY - Jonathan Josephs, 

Alex Stone, Josh Martin, Jo Ish-

Horowicz, Daniel Lichman. LJY – 

Joshua Lyons, Matthew Winter, 

Rich Rees, Ben Baginsky, Benjy 

Aarons-Richardson, Nellie Vos, 

Claire Samuel 

Scotland: Ben Freeman  

North America: Leigh Walder 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Simon Morawetz, Romi 

Goldschlager, Claire Cyngler, 

Susie Baskir, Chantal Tanner, Joel 

Rosenzweig-Holland, Naomi 

Beecher 

South Africa: Nat Lockshin  

Argentina: Cinthia Daniel 
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Shnat Gal (2005-2006) 

 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY: Adam Langleben, Katie 

Pollock, Pippa Burke, Jessica Saffer, 

Naomi Burn, Becky Perlow, Matthew 

Carroll, Ben Jacobs, Karen Davies, 

Emma Herscowitz, Sam Robson. LJY - 

Cat Green, Shira Conradi, Yuriko 

Friedman-Matsukawa, Char Mawdsley 

Germany: Jakob Walbe, Viktor Tuller  

 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Australia: Jade Oremus, Felix Chemke-

Dreyfus, Anna Guth, Simon Phillips, 

David Abo, Maxwell Riess, Jordana 

Green, Jeremy Bliss 

South Africa: Lauren Davis, Sophia 

Theeboom, Tali Cassidy, Meghan Finn, 

Liat Hoffman    
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Shnat Dekel (2006-2007) 

 
Northern Shnat –  
 
England: RSY – Rupert De Villiers, 
Gideon Golstein, Jo Grainger, Kim 
Copitch, Rosie Conners, Isi Genn-
Bash, Michal Ish-Horowicz, Alma 
Smith, Gemma Gluckman, Rachel 
Romain, Katie Susser, Micah Smith, 
Arieh Miller, Josh Moritz, Naomi 
Minsky, Yon Borthwick, Richard 
Pearson. LJY - Amelia Viney, Leah 
Siteman, Ed Samuels, Orlando De 
Lange, Sam Grant, Oliver Hayes, 
Josh Dubell, Emma Rich 
 
North America: Rose Walder 

Germany: Channah Reisin 
 

 

 

Southern Shnat – 

Argentina: Ariel mielnik, ezequiel 

strajm, Iara G 

South Africa: Nigel budlender, 

Lucinda maingard 

Australia: Ashlee Horyniak, Daniel 

Kilov, Lauren Lichter, Daniel 

parsons, Elinor Cozens, Laura 

Jacobs, Tahlia Trijbetz, Cara Black, 

Barton Tanner, Michael Herman, 

Sam gerber, Avi Knoll, Alon Olstein, 

Mark Swartz, Yoel Hyman 
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Shnat Harei Tzion (2007-2008) 

 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY – Benjamin Victor, David 

Lawrence, Joel Kersen, Jonathan 

Langleben, Jonathan Seymor, Kathryn 

Shepping, Oliver Genn-Bash, Betsy 

Feuerstein, Daniel Grabiner, Ezekiel 

Jacob, Hannah Barda, Hannah Mason, 

Jonathan Franklin, Joshua Sinyor, 

Natalija Sasic, Rachel Singer. LJY- Anna 

Posner, Emilly Sara Borchardt, Joseph 

Rich, Josh Stone, Sam Andrews, Sam 

Cohen 

Spain: Sebastian Dolgonos 

 

 

Southern Shnat –  

South Africa: Maia Zway, Hayley 

Kornblum, Jackie Maris, Mark Spitz 

Australia: Lisa Gelbart, Beck Fiala, 

Kerryn Cohen, Simone Sandler, Yael 

Appelboom, Rachel Gingus, Monique 

Friedlander, Danielle Lewy, Danielle 

Pollick, Jeremy Wilson, Eitan Kornfeld, 

Maddie Davey, Didier Lennon, Shmuely 

Slater, Tim Trijbetz, Louise Solomon, 

Josh van Biene, Jessica Dean, Daniella 

Segal 

New Zealand: Lila Reibel 

North America: Jamie Antell 
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Shnat Vered (2008-2009) 

Northern Shnat –  

Germany: Mascha Blender, Jacqueline Towah Asare, Dina Purits, Lev Goldin 

North America: Micah Diamond, 

Kimberly Duenas, David Gibson, Ari 

Gwasdoff, Erin Hahn, Sophie Lobanov-

Rostovsky, Jesse Manuta, Bradley 

Meersand, Jenifer Okaneko, Sarah 

Reiter, Adam Wilson, Michael 

Zahorsky, Megan Strum, Lynden 

Turner, Amanda Block, Laura Milmed 

England: RSY – Ben Abram, Michal 

Barnett, Deborah Blausten, Oliver 

Brook, Madeleine Burns, Guy Copitch, 

Robert Crego, Joseph Jacobs, 

Matthew Dunston, Ilana Estreich, 

Sarah Finch, Joshua Jackman, Camilla 

Kahn, Richard Lewis, Tania Newman, 

Joe Nyman, Nicole Shall, Laura 

Solomons, Jennifer Weiner. LJY – 

Robin Cooke, Susannah Crown, Rachel 

Gordon, Samuel Rea, Matthew Schmidt, Joseph Cohen 

Ireland: Blake White 

Israel: Tikva Malka, Noi Even Nir, Yair 

Hashmati 

 

Southern Shnat –  

South Africa: Gareth Hall, Jarred 

Durbach, Lauren Kessler, Talya Davidoff  

Australia: Ben Milston, Bethany Exiner, 

Elise Joseph, Issi Williams, Jono Baker, 

Nicole Halperin, Rikki Parker, Sam 

Osborn, Sophie Einfeld, Talya Hynek, 

Alex Tate, Raphi Freedman-Smith 
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Shnat Zahav (2009-2010) 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY – Hannah Andrews, 

Ilana Barnett, Alex Brenner, Joshua 

Brown, Hannah Goldstone, Sarah 

Grabiner, Sophie Graham, Samuel 

Kempner, Sean Landes, Hadas 

Morris, Eliora Morris, Daniella 

Persaud, Jonathan Singer, Jonathan 

Stimmler, Lucy Stubbs, Emma 

Weleminsky-Smith. LJY – Hannah 

Confino, Alex Goldhill, Corine 

Sheratte, Sarah Walton, Hannah 

Luder 

North America: Jeremy Taylor, 

Andrew Lara, Benjamin LaCross, 

Sophie Vener, Sara Dritz, Rebecca 

Esquenazi  

Southern Shnat –  

South Africa: Dayne Brazil 

Australia: Medeleine Aghion, Josh 

Appelboom, Simon Arkles, Lia 

Avisar, Yoli Baer, Noah Beecher-

Kelk, Ellis Brasch, Yoni Bresley, 

Stephanie Bryce, Sarah Bush, 

Alice Chipkin, Nathan Companez, 

Hannah Cramond, Elli Dean, 

Joseph Fink, Naomi Freedman, 

Tamar Green, Alana Greenberg, 

Orion Herman, Miki Higgins, 

Emily Hilton, Jemma Hilton, Roxy 

Le Bransky, Bec Mayo, Rik 

McKenzie, Tal Meretz, Romi 

Olstein, Gena Riess, Yoni 

Rubinstein, Liv Sandler, Hannah Segal, Ben Strum, Davina Vorchheimer 
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Shnat Chof (2010-2011) 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY - Aaron 

Cameron, Aaron Cohen-Gold, 

Ayla Estreich, Ben Crome, 

Gavriella Morris, Jonathan 

Ish-Horowicz, Leo Wax, Lizzie 

Marx, Rachel Elf, Rachel 

Stock, Sarah Nathanson, Sofi 

Shall, Sophie Dorfman, Sophie 

Grabiner, Tanya Barth. LJY - 

Dan Mackenzie, Flora 

Cantacuzino Levy, Josh Grant, 

Laurence Suckling, Miriam 

Smith, Rachel Finn, Rebecca 

Viney, Tamara Silver, Zara 

Tobias 

North America: Alexa DiDio, 

Emily Barasch, Emily Dickman, 

Ethan Bennett, Kyla 

Finestone, Rio Blue 

Germany: Arkadij Khaet 

Spain: Hanna Dolgonos, Natalia Sanchez 

 

Southern Shnat –  

South Africa: Marni Riese, Jody 

Segel, Sofia Zway, Nina 

Hoffman, Sivan Zeffertt 

Australia: Jordane Hyams, Nikki 

Silbert, Mitch Parsons, Jesse 

Black, Simon Hunt 
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Shnat Teva (2011-2012) 

Northern Shnat –  

North America: Rebekkah Karp, 

Ruthie Schnitt, Rebecca Winchell, 

Alyson Rolfe, Naomi Segal, 

Benjamin Strauss, Jeffrey 

Silverstein, Jake Borsuk 

England: LJY - Tara Dein, Ben 

Leibowitz, Dan Aron, Jess 

Kempner, Abby Melcher. RSY - 

Emily Kay, Naomi Raanan, Jemma 

Woyda 

Spain: Noa Zelman, Ariel Trumper 

Germany: Dan Rattan  

 

 

 

Southern Shnat –  

South Africa: Lily Manoim, 

Kathryn Henning 

Australia: Elizabeth Herman, 

Shoshana Booth, Sophie Glass, 

Jade Karp, Josh Lazarus, Jordana 

Kornfeld  
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Shnat Yam (2012-2013) 

Northern Shnat –  

England: RSY - Adam Dayan, 

Joe Grabiner, Sulia Celebi, 

Laura Shaw, Ruby Andrews, 

Louisa Weiniger, Vicky Moran, 

Gabie Reiff, Emily Wolfson, 

Rhiannon Humphreys, Louis 

Patterson, Danny Estreich, 

Gabriel Pogrund, Natan 

Janner-Klausner. LJY - Asher 

Fingerhut, Danielle Levy 

North America: Rachel 

Blackburn Parish, Rachel 

Horne, Liana Magaliff, Jake 

Levine. 

 

 

 

 

Southern Shnat –  

Australia: Shira Appleboom, 

Chloe Dean, Rachel Davis, 

Eden Brender, Tom Gonski, 

Josh Berki  

 


